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Overview 

In April 2012, the Hardee County Chamber of Commerce (Chamber) contracted with the John 

Scott Dailey Florida Institute of Government (FIOG) at the University of South Florida to develop 

an economy building strategy based initially on eco- and agri- tourism while also looking at 

broader economic development opportunities appropriate to the county. The Chamber 

requested these services from an outside organization that has broad based community 

planning and analytical research experience as well as access to university faculty, staff and 

consultants specializing in eco- and agri- tourism as well as expertise in economic development. 

The FIOG assembled a team of professionals to conduct the review for the Chamber. 

 

The FIOG Team included: 

 Angela S. Crist, MPA- Director, USF FIOG (Project Manager) 

 Mary Jane Stanley, CEcD, MBA- Learning & Development Facilitator-USF FIOG 

Consultant 

 Bob Gray, AICP- USF FIOG Consultant-Strategic Planning Group (SPG)-Chairman 

 Antoinette T. Jackson, Ph.D., MBA- Associate Professor of Anthropology, Director of the 

Heritage Research & Resource Management Lab, Department of Anthropology, USF 

 Jeff Moates, MA RPA- Director, West Central Regional Center-Florida Public 

Archaeology Network (FPAN), Department of Anthropology, USF 

 Margaret Allsopp, M.Ed., Doctoral Student, Applied Anthropology, Department of 

Anthropology, USF 

 Kiersten Downs, Doctoral Student, Applied Anthropology, Department of Anthropology, 

USF 

 Meredith Main, M.A., Doctoral Student Applied Anthropology, Department of 

Anthropology, USF 

 Rebecca O'Sullivan, M.A., Program Assistant, West Central Regional Center-Florida 

Public Archaeology Network (FPAN), Department of Anthropology, USF 

 Professor Trent Green, School of Architecture and Community Design, Florida Center 

for Community Design and Research, USF 

 Terry Johnson, Ph.D., School of Architecture and Community Design, Florida Center for 

Community Design and Research, USF  

 Rich Hammond, Geographic Information Systems (GIS) Team Leader, Florida Center for 

Community Design and Research, USF 

 

The Hardee County Industrial Development Authority (IDA), the Chamber and key stakeholders 

are interested in economic diversity that helps drive revenue and tourism while complementing 

its roots of agriculture and phosphate.  By the start of our review, there had been no cultural or 

archeological inventory conducted to determine the assets of the county for this diversification. 

The pressing need for the IDA and the Chamber is to determine the assets of Hardee County 

for the development of a sustainable economic niche. The IDA, Chamber and key stakeholders 

desire a credible action plan to diversify the county’s economic base by identifying immediate 

strategies and projects to meet this objective. 
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Hardee County had a visioning process focused on Education, Land Use, Quality of Life, 

Economic Development and Infrastructure, underway when FIOG started our review, that 

process was completed in August 2012 by Kimley-Horn and Associates, the document is 

entitled Hardee County SUSTAINABLE HARDEE VISIONING FOR THE FUTURE.  

Our Approach  

After discussions with Hardee County representatives and reviewing the recently released 

Sustainable Hardee-Visioning for the Future (November 2011) summary document, the FIOG 

Team recommended collecting objective data, identifying opportunities for economic prosperity, 

developing implementation strategies and monitoring successes. Using a macro perspective 

approach, there will be a clearer understanding of the county’s natural and human assets that 

form its current economic base as well as the gaps that could be filled to enhance the county’s 

viability for economic growth.  

 

This recommendation allows for a “big picture” analysis and examination of the key pieces 

needed to determine the best avenues to proceed.  Our recommendation is a phased project 

approach which allows for analysis after the completion of each deliverable to determine 

whether adequate information and support is available to proceed onto the next phase of the 

project.  This recommended approach provides an opportunity for the Chamber and the FIOG 

Team to work collaboratively with the IDA and key stakeholders in making important decisions 

that affect the economy and quality of life for Hardee County residents.   

Our approach was to assist the Hardee County IDA, Chamber and key stakeholders to 

determine: 

 Hardee’s current economic base, to include assets and challenges 

 Opportunities for economic growth both immediately and over the next 5-10 years 

 Necessary steps for economic prosperity 

 Assistance with qualitative and quantitative alternatives 
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Stakeholder Interviews  

Over a two month period, the FIOG Team conducted 21 stakeholder interviews, 2 

intergenerational interviews and over 25 informal interviews. The stakeholders included County 

Commissioners, City Managers, Hardee Chamber leaders, Hardee EDC leaders, County staff, 

Wauchula Main Street staff, mining industry representatives, Regional Planning Council staff, 

SW Florida Water Management staff, Florida Farm Bureau, local business owners, Hardee 

County School superintendent, and citizens at large.  

 

Following is a brief summary of the interviews conducted (See Appendix Section for all the 

results): 

 

 Do you live in Hardee County, and if so, for how long? (21 interviews) 

50% of the stakeholders interviewed or their families had lived in Hardee more than 60 

years   

 

 When you think of Hardee County what is the first thing that comes to mind? (# of 

responses) 

Good Quality of Life, family-oriented, relaxed, home town feel, rural followed by citrus, 

good positioning to advance economic development and mining 

 

 What is Hardee County most famous for? 

Phosphate mining, citrus or agriculture were the most frequent answers 

 

 How would you define eco-tourism? 

Peace River; fossils, Indian artifacts and Bone Valley; Hardee Lakes 

 

 How would you define agri-tourism? 

Hardee Lakes Park-camping, trail riding, rodeos, equestrian uses; dude ranch; tourism 

based on agriculture economy-how farms operate; and retaining cultural identity while 

showing what farming actually is 

 

 What is the most important aspect of economic development in Hardee County? 

Technology-broadband; good central location with good roads; development of the 

Industrial Park; clean industries; staying focused on smart growth and what fits best here 

 

 Is there another Florida county or city similar to Hardee that you believe has been 

successful with their economic development strategy? NONE 

 

 What are Hardee County’s greatest economic strengths?   

Severance Tax; availability of land & buildings; County Industrial Park; broadband; 

strong incentives  
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 What are Hardee County’s economic weaknesses? 

Regulatory restrictions and permitting; lack of quality of life amenities like shopping, 

theatres; lack of skilled workforce  

 

 What is the primary economic opportunity that Hardee County must not miss? 

Being good stewards of the Severance Tax dollars; plans for US 17 corridor 

improvements; diversity in recruiting businesses  

 

 What is the most notable economic success the County has experienced in your 

view? 

Severance Tax from the Phosphate companies  

FINR- they are the largest private employer with high wages  

State Prison being built  

Developing the Industrial Park by the County (200 jobs to date)  

Mining- Good or Bad  

Creation of a County Utilities Dept. and infrastructure projects underway 

Power plants and the tax revenue they generate 

Holding the mining companies accountable  

Outcomes  

The main message that emerged from these interviews is that the County has untapped 

potential for economic development, including in its mainstays of agriculture and mining. 

Diversification of the local economy is important, but may be hindered by resistance based on 

apathy to change. There were strong sentiments on the County’s need to be good stewards with 

the severance tax dollars being paid to the County from the mining industry.    

Report Format 

This report is divided into six sections to make it easier to locate information. Detailed reports 

from the Department of Anthropology   and the Florida Public Archaeology Network are included 

in the Appendix Section of this report. The main report contains the following sections: 

 Section 1 Introduction 

 Section 2 Economic Profile  

 Section 3 Hardee Today-Maps 

 Section 4 Rapid Ethnographic Assessment and Tangible/Material Historical Resources 

Inventory 

 Section 5 Next Steps  

 Section 6 Appendix 

A. Rapid Ethnographic Assessment- Inventory Report 1 and 2 

B. Tangible/Material Historical Resources Inventory Report 3 and map 

C. Stakeholder Interviews- Summary 

D. Reports Reviewed 

 

Return to Table of Contents
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Hardee County Regional Context 

Hardee County, from an economic development perspective, does not function independently 

but rather part of a series or levels of economic regions. 

BEA Economic Area 121 

Hardee County located in the South Central Florida in the United States Bureau of Economic 

Analysis region number 121 which includes nine (9) Counties centering on the Orlando 

Combined Statistical Area (Flagler, Volusia, Seminole, Orange, Osceola, Lake and Sumter 

Counties) as well as Polk, Hardee and Highlands Counties. 

 

Figure 1. BEA Economic Areas 

This BEA designation 

implies an economic linkage 

between these counties. 

 

The linkage to this region is 

influenced by the area’s 

transportation network which 

for the most part runs north 

and south connecting the 

County to Polk County to the 

north by US 27, and US 17. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Source: US Bureau of Economic Analysis 
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Figure 2. Florida’s Heartland Regional Economic 

Development Initiative 

Source: http://www.flaheartland.com/relocation-a-expansion/map 

Rural Economic Development Initiative 

Section 288.0656, Florida Statutes, establishes the Rural Economic Development Initiative 

(REDI) to better serve Florida's rural communities by providing a more focused and coordinated 

effort among state and regional agencies that provide programs and services for rural areas. 

Hardee County 

Florida REDI Agencies by Statute Include: 

 Agency for Health Care Administration  

 Department of Agriculture & Consumer Services  

 Department of Children and Family Services  

 Department of Corrections  

 Department of Education  

 Department of Environmental Protection  

 Department of Health  

 Department of Juvenile Justice  

 Department of State   

 Department of Transportation   

 Enterprise Florida, Inc.  

 Fish & Wildlife Conservation 

Commission  

 Institute of Food and Agriculture 

Sciences  

 VISIT FLORIDA, Inc.  

 Water Management Districts  

 Workforce Florida, Inc.  

Additional REDI Partners Include: 

 Division of Workforce Services   

 Department of Elder Affairs  

 Florida Association of Counties  

 Florida League of Cities  

 US A Rural Development 

As part of the Rural Initiative, the County is 

part of the Florida’s Heartland Regional 

Economic Development Initiative, Inc., a 

regional economic development 

organization which has been assisting the 

region’s economic development initiatives 

since 1994.   

 

In addition, to regional economic development agencies that overlap Hardee County there are a 

number of other agencies that impact development and planning within the County. 

 

http://www.fdhc.state.fl.us/
http://www.dc.state.fl.us/
http://www.fldoe.org/
http://www.dep.state.fl.us/
http://www.doh.state.fl.us/workforce/RuralHealth/ruralhealthhome.html
http://www.djj.state.fl.us/
http://www.dos.state.fl.us/grants/index.aspx
http://www.dot.state.fl.us/planning/policy/ruralsupport/
http://www.floridajobs.org/workforce-board-resources.html
http://elderaffairs.state.fl.us/index.php
http://www.fl-counties.com/
http://www.floridaleagueofcities.com/
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Central Florida Regional Planning Council  

From a State of Florida perspective, Hardee County is located within the jurisdiction of the 

Central Florida Regional Planning Council which comprises Polk, Hardee, Okeechobee, DeSoto 

and Highlands County.  

Figure 3. Florida’s Regional Planning Councils 

Florida's regional planning 
councils were commissioned 
under Chapter 160, Florida 
Statutes, to provide 
comprehensive planning and 
intergovernmental coordination 
for managed, responsible 
growth.  As a result of Chapter 
360, and related legislation, 
regional planning councils are 
required to adopt regional 
policies as part of Florida's 
integrated growth management 
process. The regional planning 
council reviews local plans in a 
region to make sure they 
complement one another and 
are consistent with the regional 
standards defined in the 
Comprehensive Regional Policy 
Plan. 

 

Florida's regional planning councils review large developments, called Developments of 

Regional Impact, to ensure that communities which receive additional people and activity as a 

result of these vast projects are able to provide new and expanded roads, water, and other 

services.  Florida's regional planning councils are dedicated to providing technical assistance 

and support to local governments. 

Southwest Florida Water Management District  

Florida’s water resources, particularly potable or drinking water has been negatively impacted 

by the State’s significant growth since the 1960s.  The Southwest Florida Water Management 

District (SWFWMD) was created in 1961 by a special act of the Florida Legislature to be the 

local sponsor of the “Four River Basins, Florida Project.” Hardee County falls within the 

boundaries of the SWFWMD, one of five regional water management districts formed to protect 

Florida’s water resources. 

  

Source: Central Florida Regional Planning Council 
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Figure 4. Southwest Florida Water Management District 

 

Source: Southwest Florida Water Management District Florida Transportation Planning Districts 
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Source: Florida Department of Transportation 

Transportation Districts 

Florida’s transportation planning is largely decentralized with seven districts responsible for 

planning the transportation network (roads, bridges, rail, airports and seaports within each 

district. 

Figure 5. Florida Transportation Districts 

Hardee County falls within the 

State of Florida’s Department of 

Transportation District 1.  The 

main district office is located in 

Bartow, Florida (Polk County).  

The district is responsible for the 

transportation planning for an 

area covering approximately 

12,000 square miles which 

includes: 

 

• Centerline miles - 1,866  

• Lane miles - 5,842  

• Fixed bridges - 907  

• Movable bridges - 19 

 

 

 

 

 

Hardee County contains two major north south arterials: US 17, located approximately in the 

center of the County and SR 663 which lies in the western third of the County.   

 

SR 64, the only major road that crosses the County west to east, is located in the approximate 

center of the County.  SR 62 provides a direct connection between Manatee County on the west 

coast of Florida to US 17; while SR 64 which starts at US 17 connects to US 27 to the east. 
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Railroads 

The County is also served by rail lines that run north and south connecting the phosphate areas 

to processing plants in Polk County with connections to its entire network. 

Figure 6. CSX Florida Rail Lines 

 

Source: CSX Railroad 
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Airport 

Hardee County is served by one general aviation airport, the Wauchula Municipal Airport which 

is owned by the City of Wauchula and is operated by the Wauchula Municipal Airport Authority.  

 

The airport first opened in September of 1983, and today provides flight training, aircraft repair, 

aircraft storage and fueling. In addition to recreational aircraft operators, the airport serves local 

businesses, including spraying operators for the local agricultural industry. The airport is located 

approximately five miles southwest of the City. 

Figure 7. Wauchula Municipal Airport 

 

Source: Wauchula Municipal Airport 

 

The airport master plan has identified five lots for industrial/commercial uses.  Four of the lots 

are 1.63 acres each and one lot which is 1.9 acres, for a total of 8.42 acres. 
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Hardee County 

In 1921, the old DeSoto County was split into DeSoto, Hardee, Highlands, Charlotte, and 

Glades counties.  Hardee County was named for Cary Hardee who served as the State’s 

Governor from 1921 to 1925.  The County encompasses approximately 638 square miles of 

which 637 square miles are land and 1 square mile is water (principally the Peace River).  
 

The County has three incorporated cities: Wauchula, the largest and County Seat; Bowling 

Green; and the Town of Zolfo Springs. 

Socio Economics 

Approximately 70% of the United States overall economy is based on expenditures, which 

translates to population and households.  During the 1990-2000 time period, the County grew 

by 38% but only 3% during the 2000-2010 time period.  As of the 2010 Census, the County had 

a population of 27,731 or ranked 51st out of the State’s 67 counties, a decline from a rank of 49th 

in 2000. 

Table 1. Hardee County Population Change, 2000-2010 

Population
Hardee

Census counts, April 1, 2000 26,938

  Change, 1990 to 2000 (%) 38.2

  Percent of state 0.17

Population Estimates, April 1, 2010 27,731

  Change, 2000 to 2010 (%) 2.9

  Percent of state 0.15

  Persons per square mile 43

  Male (%) 53.6

  Female (%) 46.4

  Median age 32.8

    Male 31.6

    Female 34.1  

Source: BEBR, 2012; Strategic Planning Group, Inc., 2012 

The overall population of the County is fairly young, with 28% of its residents being 0-17 years 

of age ranking it the 2nd highest percentage in the State. 

   

Table 2. Hardee County Distribution of Age, 2010 

Age estimates, April 1, 2010:
Hardee Rank

  0-17 (%) 27.7 2

  18-34 (%) 24.9 10

  35-54 (%) 24.6 55

  55-64 (%) 9.9 66

  65-79 (%) 9.8 52

  80 and over (%) 3.1 52  

Source: BEBR, 2010 County Perspectives, 2012; Strategic Planning Group, Inc., 2010 
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While the County only experienced a net growth of 793 persons between 2000 and 2010, when 

measuring births versus deaths, the County lost 2,039 residents to out migration. 

Table 3. Hardee County Natural Growth/Population Change, 2010 

Population change, 2000 to 2010 Hardee Rank

Population change, 2000 to 2010 793 64

  Natural increase 2,832 23

    Percent 100.0 1

  Net migration -2,039 65

    Percent 0.0 62

   Note: Persons of Hispanic origin may be of any race. Includes persons of Spanish or Latino origin.  

Source: BEBR, 2010 County Perspectives, 2012; Strategic Planning Group, Inc., 2010 

Ethnicity 

While the overall population has remained somewhat stable, the County’s ethnicity has and is 

significantly changing.  As of the 2010 Census, the County has no overall ethnic majority.  

White, non-Hispanics, represented 48 percent of the population, Non-Hispanic Black population 

accounted for roughly seven percent of the population and Hispanics now comprise 43% of the 

County’s population. 

Table 4. Hardee County Ethnicity, 2010 

Ethnicity, April 1, 2010:
Hardee Rank

Non-Hispanic White population, April 1, 2010 13,315 57

  Percent of total population 48.0 61

  Female (%) 49.2 45

  0-17 (%) 18.5 29

  18-34 (%) 18.7 30

  35-54 (%) 26.3 44

  55-64 (%) 14.3 44

  65-79 (%) 16.4 29

  80 and over (%) 5.7 26

  18 and over (%) 81.5 39

Non-Hispanic Black population, April 1, 2010 1,877 60

  Percent of total population 6.8 53

  Female (%) 42.9 45

  0-17 (%) 24.0 42

  18-34 (%) 27.9 28

  35-54 (%) 25.6 55

  55-64 (%) 10.7 11

  65-79 (%) 9.8 6

  80 and over (%) 2.0 32

  18 and over (%) 76.0 26

Hispanic origin population, April 1, 2010 11,895 32

  Percent of total population 42.9 4

  Female (%) 43.6 43

  0-17 (%) 37.7 3

  18-34 (%) 31.6 24

  35-54 (%) 22.8 62

  55-64 (%) 4.8 61

  65-79 (%) 2.7 59

  80 and over (%) 0.5 60

  18 and over (%) 62.3 65  

Source: BEBR, 2010 County Perspectives, 2012; Strategic Planning Group, Inc., 2010 
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According to University of Florida, Bureau of Economic and Business Research, (BEBR), by 

2030 non-Hispanic White population will comprise 44% of the population, while Hispanics will 

account for 46% of the County’s population. 

Table 5. Hardee County Ethnicity Projections, 2030 

Ethnicity Projections, April 1, 2030 Hardee Rank

Projections of non-Hispanic white population, April 1, 2030 12,797 58

  Percent of total population 44.2 60

  Male (%) 50.8 21

  Female (%) 49.2 47

  Less than 18 (%) 16.7 33

  Aged 18-64 (%) 53.9 29

  Aged 65 and over (%) 29.4 38

Projections of non-Hispanic Black population, April 1, 2030 2,047 61

  Percent of total population 7.1 53

  Male (%) 56.2 24

  Female (%) 43.8 44

  Less than 18 (%) 25.9 26

  Aged 18-64 (%) 57.2 50

  Aged 65 and over (%) 16.9 17

Projections of Hispanic origin population, April 1, 2030 13,392 38

  Percent of total population 46.3 4

  Male (%) 54.0 23

  Female (%) 46.0 45

  Less than 18 (%) 36.8 1

  Aged 18-64 (%) 57.8 62

  Aged 65 and over (%) 5.4 60

Population 65 and older, April 1, 2010 3,575 51

  75 and over (%) 42.1 39

  85 and over (%) 10.8 38

Projected population 65 and over, April 1, 2030 4,961 57

  65-74 (%) 58.3 10

  75-84 (%) 30.5 65

  85 and over (%) 11.2 28

Population estimates by Race and Hispanic origin, April 1, 2010:

  Non-Hispanic white (%) 48.0 61

  Non-Hispanic black (%) 6.8 53

  Hispanic (%) 42.9 4

Population projections, April 1, 2030:

  Non-Hispanic white (%) 44.2 60

  Non-Hispanic black (%) 7.1 53

  Hispanic (%) 46.3 4  

Source: BEBR, 2010 County Perspectives, 2012; Strategic Planning Group, Inc., 2010 

Ethnicity is covered in more detailed within the Ethnographic section of this report. 
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Housing/Households 

According to the 2010 Census, Hardee County had 9,722 housing units of which 8,245 were 

occupied (85%).  Of the 1,477 vacant units, 1,023 units were either seasonal or “other vacant” 

which includes foreclosures, etc. 

 

Of the 8,245 occupied housing units, 65.5% are owner occupied and 30.5% are rentals. The 

average owner occupied housing had an average household size of 3.03 while rentals had an 

average household size of 3.34.  Both figures are indicative of younger families. 

Table 6. Hardee County Housing, 2010 

Percent

100.0
84.8
15.2
2.8
0.1
1.5
0.3
6.2
4.3

 ( X ) 
 ( X ) 

100.0
69.5
 ( X ) 
 ( X ) 
30.5
 ( X ) 
 ( X ) 

Subject Number

      Population in renter-occupied housing 8,395
      Average household size of renter- 3.34

      Population in owner-occupied housing 17,352
      Average household size of owner- 3.03
    Renter-occupied housing units 2,512

HOUSING TENURE
  Occupied housing units 8,245
    Owner-occupied housing units 5,733

      All other vacants 422
    Homeowner vacancy rate (percent) [8] 2.5
    Rental vacancy rate (percent) [9] 9.7

      For sale only 147
      Sold, not occupied 27
      For seasonal, recreational, or 601

    Vacant housing units 1,477
      For rent 270
      Rented, not occupied 10

HOUSING OCCUPANCY
  Total housing units 9,722
    Occupied housing units 8,245

 

Source: US Census, 2010; Strategic Planning Group, Inc., 2012 

Based on the 2006-2010 American Community Survey, Hardee County had approximately 30% 

of its housing in mobile homes and 57% of its occupied housing was 1-unit detached housing.   

Only 23 units were multi-family units of 20 or more in a structure. 

Table 7. Hardee County Housing Occupancy, 2010 

Estimate Estimate Margin of 

Error

Percent Percent Margin of 

Error

5,646 +/-418 57.5% +/-4.0

199 +/-122 2.0% +/-1.2

180 +/-111 1.8% +/-1.1

367 +/-175 3.7% +/-1.8

248 +/-131 2.5% +/-1.3

115 +/-103 1.2% +/-1.0

23 +/-29 0.2% +/-0.3

2,902 +/-366 29.6% +/-3.8

131 +/-63 1.3% +/-0.6

Subject Hardee County, Florida

  Boat, RV, van, etc.

HOUSING OCCUPANCY

  10 to 19 units

  20 or more units

  Mobile home

  2 units

  3 or 4 units

  5 to 9 units

  1-unit, detached

  1-unit, attached

UNITS IN STRUCTURE

Source: 2006-2010 American Community Survey, 2012; Strategic Planning Group, Inc., 2012 
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Hardee County had one of the smallest changes in households in the State, ranking 65 out of 

67 Counties.  Housing costs are competitive, with the housing cost index showing the County 

ranks 46 of 67 in terms of costs (higher ranking means lower costs). 
 

In terms of assessed value, residential lands account for 36% of the County’s assessed value, 

followed by Other (Government and Institutional) at 28%, and Agriculture at 26%. 

Table 8. Hardee County Housing and Assessed Value, 2010 

Housing as of April 1, 2012 Hardee Rank

Households, April 1, 2010 8,245 53

  Change 2000 to 2010 (%) 1.0 65

  Average household size 3.12 1

House purchase price, 2008 A/ ($) 144,905 46

  Housing cost index, 2008 B/ 77.16 46

Mobile home tags sold, 2009–10 C/ 981 46

Apartment buildings, July 5, 2011 14 45

  Units 554 44

  Units per building 39.6 43

Single-family construction permits, 2010 28 47

  Change 2009 to 2010 (%) -3.4 41

Multifamily construction permits, 2010 0 52

  Change 2009 to 2010 (%) (X) -

Single-family construction starts, 2010 D/ 24 47

  Change 2009 to 2010 (%) -20.0 50

Multifamily construction starts, 2010 D/ 0 52

  Change 2009 to 2010 (%) (X) -

Total assessed value of land, 2010 ($1,000,000) 1,199 54

  Residential (%) 35.9 64

  Commercial (%) 7.8 49

  Industrial (%) 2.2 28

  Agricultural (%) 26.3 2

  Other 2/ (%) 27.8 9

Property valuations, January 1, 2010:

  Just values 3/ ($1,000,000) 2,500 50

    Percent of state 0.14 50

    Change from 2009 (%) -10.7 32

  Exempt and immune values ($1,000,000) 1,607 43

    Percent of state 0.44 43

    Change from 2009 (%) -11.3 55

  Taxable values 4/ ($1,000,000) 1,536 47

    Percent of state 0.11 47

    Change from 2009 (%) -4.4 18

Footnote:

   B/ Index from the BEBR Florida County Retail Price Index.

   2/ Includes institutional and government.

   4/ The value against which millage rates are applied to compute the amount of tax levied.  The tax base of a 

unit of local government also includes the taxable value of personal property and centrally assessed property.

   A/ Cost of a house as measured by the Florida Price Level Indices (FPLI). Based on sales of new homes; 

excludes mobile homes.

   C/ Includes military mobile homes. Florida total includes agency office tags not distributed by county.

   D/ Starts are compiled using monthly start ratios for monthly permit data. Some counties report annually and, 

although we can show the annual permits total, we are unable to compute and compile monthly starts for 

those counties.

   1/ Includes contract to purchase or similar debt. Estimates exclude persons in institutions, dormitories and 

other group quarters.

   3/ The values of property for tax purposes as determined by the elected county property appraiser before 

deduction of exemptions and immunities.  Value is determined at the highest and best use of property, except 

for special cases provided for in Florida Statutes.

 

Source: BEBR, 2010 County Perspectives, 2012; Strategic Planning Group, Inc., 2010 
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Hardee County Economic Base 

To a large extent, the history of the County and its Cities is tied to the arrival of the Florida 

Southern Railroad in 1886. Until fairly recently, the economy of Hardee County was historically 

agriculture-based.  Today, the economy is becoming more diverse. 

Agriculture 

Based on the 2007 Census of Agriculture, Hardee County had 1,081 farms (11th highest in 

Florida), encompassing approximately 279,887 acres (9th largest by acreage in the State).   

 

The average size of the County’s farms was 259 acres while the median size was 38 acres.  

The difference between the average and median sizes indicates the prevalence of numerous 

large farms within the County. The average market value per acre for farm land was $6,098 in 

2007. Approximately 16% of the farm land is irrigated, 24% is cropland, 53% is pasture and 

18% is woodland and other.  

Table 9. Agriculture and Natural Resources 

Agriculture and Natural Resources
Hardee Rank

Farms, 2007 1,081 11

  Change since 2002 (%) -5.3 52

Land in farms, 2007 (acres) 279,887 9

  Average farm size (acres) 259 18

    Irrigated (%) 15.8 15

    Cropland (%) 23.7 38

    Pastureland (%) 52.5 7

    Woodland and other (%) 18.0 51

Average market value, 2007 A/ ($) 1,578,924 14

Market value of agricultural products sold, 2007 ($1,000) 231,959 10

  Average per farm ($) 214,579 19

  Crops (%) 73.1 29

Farm operators, 2007 1,081 11

  Main occupation farming (%) 39.9 46

  Average age (years) 60.5 5

  Farms operated by women 226 12

Farm proprietors, 2009 867 14

  Percent of state 2.22 14

Wage and salary employees, 2009 515 16

  Percent of state 1.24 16

  Percentage 1/ 6.21 4  

Source: BEBR, 2010 County Perspectives, 2012; Strategic Planning Group, Inc., 2010 
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Traditionally, economic development was referred to as non-agricultural jobs excluding tourism.  

Today, economic development is all inclusive, covering agriculture, tourism and traditional 

industry sectors.  This new paradigm truly represents all the employment (job creating) sectors 

of a local economy with both primary industries1 as well as supporting establishments. 

Hardee County’s traditional economic base has been and will continue to be largely influenced 

by the agriculture and mining sectors.  While these sectors contribute significant monetary 

inflow into the county, growth in terms of increased employment are limited.   

 

About 40 percent of the County’s economic output comes from agriculture and related 

industries, while also accounting for about 47 percent of all jobs in the County.2  According to 

the 2007 Census of Agriculture, Hardee County had 1,081 farms and 279,887 acres of land in 

farming; orchard lands accounted for 41,534 acres; forage land accounted for 6,412 acres; and 

potatoes accounted for 3,330 acres. Agriculture is defined as orchard production which includes 

citrus, ornamental and nursery, other fruit trees, row crops and timberland; and also pastureland 

which includes, dairy (over 85,000 head of cattle, of which 11,815 were milk cows), 

poultry/bees/fish, hay, and sod.  

 

Agricultural production is declining in the County. The county lost 159 farms in orchard 

production between 2002 and 2007, and almost 15,000 acres.  Total acres in cropland 

accounted for 66,298 acres in 2007, a reduction of over 49,000 since 2002. Woodlands 

accounted for 50,368 acres in 2007, a decline of almost 20,000 acres. Permanent pasture 

acreage grew by 4,000 acres, accounting for 146,987 acres in 2007. 

In addition to lost acreage, the County’s citrus industry has been impacted by “greening”. 

Greening is a bacterial disease spread by insects; it has cost the State $3.63 billion since 2006. 

Florida is currently under quarantine for the disease to prevent its spreading. The disease is 

spread by the tiny Asian Citrus Psyllid which is not native to the State. Infected fruit becomes 

unusually green, oddly shaped and bitter to the taste. 

Phosphate Industry 

As a byproduct of the construction of the Florida Southern Railroad, both fossils and phosphate 

were discovered in the region.  Two major players were the Peace River Phosphate Co. (formed 

in January 1887) located in Arcadia and Desoto Phosphate Company located at Zolfo. The 

Peace River Phosphate Co. began mining in the Winter of 1889, and most of the ore was 

shipped to Punta Gorda via rail, where it was loaded onto ships for export to Europe. 

 

The Bone Valley is a region of central Florida, encompassing portions of present-day Hardee, 

Hillsborough, Manatee, and Polk counties, in which phosphate is mined for use in the 

                                                      
1
 Basic or Primary Industries are those whose products are sold mostly outside the immediate area and therefore bring new 

money’s into the local economy.  It is the introduction of these new moneys that support local jobs like retail, housing, services and 

government jobs. 
2
 Economic Contributions of Agriculture, Natural Resources and Related Industries in Florida Counties 2008 
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production of agricultural fertilizer. Florida currently contains the largest known deposits of 

phosphate in the United States. 

Employment 

According to US Census figures; the County had 387 establishments in 2010, employing 4,088 

persons.  Health care and social assistance sector had the largest non-government 

employment, accounting for 1,335 jobs, followed by retail trade with 683, accommodations with 

350, wholesale trade with 252 and finance and insurance with 223. 

Table 10. County Business Patterns, 2010 

NAICS code description

Paid 

employees for 

paid period 

including March 

12 (number)

First-

quarter 

payroll 

($1,000)

Annual 

payroll 

($1,000)

Total 

establish

ments

2010-1998 

Change Paid 

employees 

for paid 

period 

including 

March 12 

(number)

2010-1998 

Change 

Total 

establishme

nts

  Total for all sectors                                                                             4,088 29,357 122,250 387 859 30

  Agriculture, forestry, fishing and hunting                                                        88 367 1,602 10 19 -5

  Mining, quarrying, and oil and gas extraction                                                     - - - 1 - -1

  Utilities                                                                                         162 2,789 11,493 3 - 2

  Construction                                                                                      - 283 1,204 18 - -6

  Manufacturing                                                                                     134 895 3,740 7 - -6

  Wholesale trade                                                                                   252 1,655 9,359 23 110 3

  Retail trade                                                                                      683 3,305 13,893 81 -90 4

  Transportation and warehousing                                                                    41 210 758 13 - -1

  Information                                                                                       37 266 1,137 5 - 3

  Finance and insurance                                                                             223 2,280 8,996 19 48 5

  Real estate and rental and leasing                                                                78 405 1,685 26 59 13

  Professional, scientific, and technical services                                                  76 477 1,798 20 -62 -8

  Management of companies and enterprises                                                           - - - 1 - 1

  Administrative and support and waste management 

and remediation services                          161 985 2,848 21 - 10

  Educational services                                                                              - - - 1 - -1

  Health care and social assistance                                                                 1,335 9,130 37,629 55 579 17

  Arts, entertainment, and recreation                                                               43 137 590 4 - 0

  Accommodation and food services                                                                   350 949 3,608 24 143 8

  Other services (except public administration)                                                     182 733 3,156 54 -66 -3

  Industries not classified                                                                         - - - 1 - -5

Footnote: - mean suppressed due to confidentiality

Source: County Business Patterns, 1998 and 2010; Strategic Planning Group, Inc., 2012 

According to Census figures; between 1998 and 2010, the County added 30 establishments and 

859 employees.  During that period it lost establishments in mining/extractions, construction, 

manufacturing, transportation/warehousing, profession/technical, education services, other/non-

classified as shown in Table 10. 
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Location Quotients 

Location Quotients show the relative clustering of types of employment compared to the Nation.  

If an industry represents the national average, it receives a value of 1.0.  Industries that exceed 

1.0 show that an area exceeds the national average and for the most part means that the 

economic output is largely external to the area or what economists refer to a “Basic Industry”.  

The basic industries are the generator of moneys coming into the area.  Hardee County has 10 

industry groupings that exceed a value of 1.0.  Its score of 53.8 in agriculture shows the 

County’s strong agricultural base along with animal production with a score of 32.  The County 

also has a high score for nursing and residential care facilities, which is largely accounted for by 

the location of the Florida Institute for Neurologic Rehabilitation in the County. 

Table 11. Hardee County Location Quotients, 2010 

Industry

Hardee 

County

Base Industry: Total, all industries

NAICS 115 Agriculture and forestry support activities 53.85

NAICS 112 Animal production and aquaculture 31.98

NAICS 111 Crop production 11.37

NAICS 623 Nursing and residential care facilities 4.36

NAICS 624 Social assistance 2.25

NAICS 336 Transportation equipment manufacturing 1.71

NAICS 236 Construction of buildings 1.50

NAICS 522 Credit intermediation and related activities 1.39

NAICS 447 Gasoline stations 1.33

NAICS 814 Private households 1.18

NAICS 444 Building material and garden supply stores 0.94

NAICS 445 Food and beverage stores 0.85

NAICS 424 Merchant wholesalers, nondurable goods 0.83

NAICS 441 Motor vehicle and parts dealers 0.78

NAICS 484 Truck transportation 0.76

NAICS 811 Repair and maintenance 0.55

NAICS 722 Food services and drinking places 0.49

NAICS 453 Miscellaneous store retailers 0.45

NAICS 237 Heavy and civil engineering construction 0.41

NAICS 442 Furniture and home furnishings stores 0.41

NAICS 621 Ambulatory health care services 0.41

NAICS 446 Health and personal care stores 0.37

NAICS 238 Specialty trade contractors 0.35

NAICS 451 Sporting goods, hobby, book and music stores 0.32

NAICS 721 Accommodation 0.30

NAICS 813 Membership associations and organizations 0.30

NAICS 448 Clothing and clothing accessories stores 0.19

NAICS 812 Personal and laundry services 0.18

NAICS 488 Support activities for transportation 0.07  

Source: US Bureau of Labor Statistics, 2012; Strategic Planning Group, Inc., 2012 
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Overall Economic Diversification 

The County has seen recent diversification of its economic base.  Phosphate operations are 

increasing within the County which provide the County with not only jobs and tax revenues but 

also provide considerable funding for economic development.   

Broadband 

One outcome of these funding sources has been a major increase in the County’s broadband 

capacity.  The County entered an agreement with Motorola, Inc. to provide County-wide 

wireless broadband service.  Prior to this service coming online this year, internet service/data 

volume and speed in Hardee County were limited to capacities available through conventional 

telephone technologies, with much of the county's rural areas limited to "dial-up" speeds of 56K 

and more urbanized communities having access to low-end DSL service. The Hardee 

Broadband Project emerged as a result of the Federal Stimulus dollars focused on bringing 

broadband services to rural communities. Specifically, the Hardee County Economic 

Development Authority provided a grant to fund the infrastructure for a wireless broadband 

system that relies on Motorola's fixed wireless broadband equipment and technology.  The 

service is similar to DSL on download speeds offering 3, 5, and 10 mbps download where DSL 

can currently go to 7.1 mbps download.  Moreover, the service offers much higher upload 

speeds than DSL as DSL has a maximum upload ability of 768 kbps where the new wireless 

packages are up to 2 Mbps upload. 

Power Plants 

The County is home to three power plants: with two units located at the Seminole Payne Creek 

Generating Station, a 500 MW plant which began generating power on January 1, 2002; and the 

Vandolah Power Plant, a 680 MW natural gas plant that opened in 2008. 

Figure 8. Vandolah Power Plant. 

 

Source: http://www.northernstargen.com/vandolah.html  
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Natural Gas 

Two natural gas pipelines cross the county. Florida Gas Transmission Co.'s line parallels CR 63 

S (Ona-Fort Green Road) on its way to Fort Myers. Gulfstream Natural Gas System completed 

its lines across the northern rim of the county. 

Hardee County Commerce Park 

Hardee County Commerce Park, a 120 acre industrial/office park located on SR 62, it is 

currently the County’s only industrial/office park. 

Figure 9. Hardee County Commerce Park 

 

Source: www.hardeebusiness.com/images/CIBCAerial.pdf 
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Hardee County’s Largest Employers  

The County is home to the Hardee Correctional Institution, which opened in 1991 and now 

houses over 1,000 inmates and employs a staff of 334. 

Figure 10. Hardee Correctional Institution 

 

Source: Florida Department of Correction 

Figure 11. Florida Institute for Neurological Rehabilitation 

 

Source: Florida Institute for Neurological Rehabilitation 

 

The County’s two medical centers: Florida Institute for Neurological Rehabilitation and Florida 

Hospital Wauchula, a Division of Florida Hospital Heartland, account for over 660 jobs, while 

mining directly employs another 452 as shown on Table 12. 

Table 12. Hardee County Largest Private Employers 

Largest Employers Employment

Florida Institute for Neurological Rehabilitation 550

WalMart 288

Mosaic 277

C.F. Industries 175

Peace River Electric Cooperative 137

Wauchula State Bank 121

Florida Hospital Heartland Division 111

Old Castle Mulch 60

Pacer Marine 60

First National Bank 38  

Source: Enterprise Florida, County Profiles; Strategic Planning Group, Inc., 2012 
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Recent Announcement 

On August 27, 2012, the Hardee County Industrial Development Authority (IDA), and 

BioNitrogen signed an agreement to build an environmentally-friendly plant in Hardee County 

that converts biomass into urea fertilizer. The IDA will fund, subject to board approvals, $2 

million for the building of a railroad spur on the land owned by Larry Davis of Florida Fertilizer 

where the BioNitrogen urea fertilizer plant will be built. The anticipated closing of the transaction 

will be before December 31, 2012. The railroad spur will link the plant site with the main railroad 

line facilitating the transport of biomass to the plant and urea to BioNitrogen customers.  It will 

also provide for a rail spur on a large piece of land that will provide for BioNitrogen and other 

expansion opportunities. 

Education 

Education plays an important role in economic development both through workforce training, 

especially at the post K-12 level, as well as the need for quality K-12 education to attract 

families. 

 

The County is home to South Florida State College (Formerly South Florida Community 

College), which is located in a 30,000 square foot facility on a 47 acres campus south of 

Bowling Green on US 17. 

K-12 

The Hardee County School District ranked 47th in the State with a score of 0.460 with 5 ranked 

elementary schools, 0 middle schools, and 1 High School.  Excluding FSU lab school, the 

highest ranking district (Seminole County) achieved a score of 0.772.  The County outranked 

Highlands School District (ranked 49th with a score of 0.436) and Polk County which ranked 59th 

with a score of 0.390. 

 

During 2010, 56.7% of the students were Hispanic, 33.7% were White non-Hispanic and 6% 

were Black non-Hispanic.  Of those completing High School, 49.3% were Hispanic, 43% White 

non-Hispanic and 7% Black non-Hispanic. 

Table 13. School Statistics 

 Education Hardee Rank

Total school-age population, 2010 A/ 5,448 49

  Female (%) 48.6 42

  White non-Hispanic (%) 33.7 62

  Black non-Hispanic (%) 6.1 62

  Hispanic 1/ (%) 56.7 3

Students completing high school, 2009–10 272 49

  White non-Hispanic (%) 43.0 54

  Black non-Hispanic (%) 6.6 62

  Hispanic 1/ (%) 49.3 3  

Source: BEBR, 2010 County Perspectives, 2012; Strategic Planning Group, Inc., 2010 
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Hardee County students taking the Reading FCAT in 2010 had a mean score of 294 which 

ranked 56th in the State with only 46% passing which ranked 59th in the State.  Those taking the 

Mathematics FCAT scored a mean 317 which ranked 60th in the State and only 72% passed 

which ranked 63rd in the State.  The mean score for Science was 296 which ranked 51st in the 

State. 

Table 14. FCAT Results 

FCAT results:
Hardee Rank

  Reading, number of students tested: 2010 265 50

    Mean scale score 294 56

    Percentage passing 46.0 59

  Mathematics, number of students tested: 2011 317 47

    Mean scale score 317 60

    Percentage passing 72.0 63

  Science, number of students tested: 2011 248 50

    Mean scale score 296 51  

Source: BEBR, 2010 County Perspectives, 2012; Strategic Planning Group, Inc., 2010 

 

While the student body is largely Hispanic, only 8% of the teaching staff is Hispanic which 

ranked 11th in the State (low rank is negative). 

Table 15. Teacher Ethnicity 

Teachers Hardee Rank

  Female (%) 82.1 7

  White non-Hispanic (%) 89.1 29

  Black non-Hispanic (%) 1.8 62

  American Indian/Alaskan native (%) 0.6 9

  Hispanic 1/ (%) 7.6 11  

Source: BEBR, 2010 County Perspectives, 2012; Strategic Planning Group, Inc., 2010 
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Tourism 

Hardee County has a fledgling tourism sector based on special events and smaller historic and 

unique sites. 

Events 

Much of the tourism that occurs in Hardee County is attributable to three main events that take 

place each year, those being Pioneer Park Days, the Passion Plays of ‘The Story of Jesus and 

the Story of Noah’ and the County Fair.  

Pioneer Park Days 

The event takes place in Pioneer Park, which is a 105 acre county park. The event started 45 

years ago, it is one of the largest and oldest antique tractor, steam engine and farm equipment 

shows in the southeast. Pioneer Days has 489 vendors and over 400 exhibitors. The 

attendance is estimated at 30,000 over a 5-day period.  

The Passion Plays of ‘The Story of Jesus and the Story of Noah’ 

The event takes place at the Cattlemen’s Arena. The event started 25 years ago. It is a 

reenactment of The Story of Jesus or The Story of Noah. The Passion Play takes place for 10 

nights which encompasses 5 weekends. The attendance is estimated to be 15,000, down from 

20,000 some 20 years ago. The event has a crew of 50, a cast of 250 and 100 live animals. 

This event is funded through ticket sales and private donations with no corporate donations. It 

was reported that all the hotel rooms at the Best Western are at 100 percent occupancy during 

the evenings of the event. 

Hardee County Fair 

The event takes place at the Cattlemen’s Arena over an 8 day period in the spring. The event 

started 68 years ago. The attendance is estimated to be over 10,000, revenue is around 

$400,000. The event includes a fair with rides and food vendors; livestock competitions; a ranch 

style rodeo and a Mexican style rodeo was added 7 years ago. The fair receives no funding 

from the County; however, corporate sponsors are accepted. The event also includes one of the 

largest livestock sales in the State. The fair continues at increase in size and was expanded 

from 5 days to 8 days a few years ago.  

Unique Sites 

Other venues of interest to tourists in Hardee County include Historic Downtown Wauchula, 

Cracker Trail Museum and Pioneer Village, Wildlife Refuge, Reenactment of a battle with the 

Seminole Indians, Solomon’s Castle, Bone Valley and Peace River. Figures on attendance at 

these venues were not readily available. 
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Natural Resources and Physical Attributes Inventory 

Overview of Project Tasks 

The Florida Center team’s responsibilities for this first phase effort included two major tasks. 

The first task involved a series of “expectation” interviews (summarized elsewhere in this report) 

with Hardee County officials, staff from State and local agencies and citizen stakeholders, as 

well as field analysis in order to better understand some of the County’s most important physical 

attributes as they relate to economic development. The second task involved an 

inventory/documentation and geo-spatial location of many of the key features and resources 

that currently define or could in the future contribute to the County’s economic diversity. This 

latter task involved the creation of a graphic catalog of “x – ray” composite maps that provide 

aggregated geo-spatial information on key features and resources. These maps synthesize a 

number of physical conditions and serve as a basis for analysis, findings and ultimately 

recommendations. These maps have been compiled as a repository of information that can be 

easily utilized and expanded by the County. They are also intended to serve as a useful 

planning and visioning tool, as well as a basis for creating a complementary set of graphic 

indicators that describe much of the County’s economic make-up. 

 

These maps and key findings are organized in several categories. While individual data layers 

in each of the maps are interchangeable, the selected categories were identified because of 

their relationship to economic development throughout the County. These categories (not 

prioritized) are as follows: 

 

 Future Land Use 

 Transportation/Technology and other Critical Infrastructure 

 Natural Resources 

 Mining 

 Agriculture 

 Industrial Base 

 Pasture Land/Livestock  

 Recreation/Leisure/Tourism 

Summary of Natural Resources Inventory 

This project task was completed by the USF Florida Center for Community Design and 

Research – the research division of the School of Architecture and Community Design. 

Recognizing Hardee County’s primary economic activities are directly tied to the land,  recent 

investments in technology infrastructure and the priorities identified in the County’s visioning 

sessions, the Florida Center team conducted this inventory as a snapshot of natural resources 

and physical attributes that currently or have the potential to strengthen economic development 

activities in the future.   
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The categories identified for this mapping effort are intended as an initial inventory that 

examines current resources in a more comprehensive and integrated manner. The findings from 

each map category describe features and conditions that should be considered relative to other 

conditions. This series of “x – ray” maps demonstrate an effective methodology for establishing 

a better understanding of Hardee County’s primary economic asset – its land mass. By 

combining different geographic information systems (GIS) data layers, this task uses an 

appropriate technology for large-scale analysis and has culminated with a series of composite 

maps. The information contained in these maps reveal some enlightening spatial and 

quantitative characteristics related to Hardee County’s land inventory, such as what’s currently 

on the land, how land is being used and some of the regulatory influences that are currently in 

place. In addition to this, these maps identify some of the challenges associated with physical 

conditions throughout the County and provide relevant information in the search for effective 

economic development strategies that include various market sectors in an integrated manner. 

 

This map inventory and its associated data are further intended to be integrated into the 

County’s GIS database and can easily be modified and expanded as needed in the future. 

Collectively, this information should be considered as part of an initial phase of analysis that 

seeks to identify the untapped potentials of Hardee County’s land mass and the unrealized 

market opportunities for expanding and diversifying the County’s land-based economy. 

Key Findings from Mapping Inventory  

Findings from this effort are based on an integrated interpretation and analysis of information 

contained in the series of “x – ray” composite maps. Each map combines various layers of 

Geographic Information Systems (GIS) data intended to reveal locational and quantitative 

information. A brief summary of findings for each of the above-listed map categories can be 

found on the following pages.  
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MAP 1: Future Land Use 

Data Layers 

Future land use 

Key Findings 

While agriculture will remain the predominant use of land, the County has emphasized mixed 

land use categories for future growth (e.g., Rural Village, Highway Mixed Use, etc.) that “permit 

Hardee County officials to be flexible in planning and budgeting for the anticipated growth 

projected, while implementing concurrency and encouraging suitable development patterns.” 

(Hardee County Comprehensive Plan – 2010). These designations also allow for a more 

focused approach to capital investment and infrastructure enhancement.  However, there is 

presently no land-use designation that anticipates “technology-oriented” commercial 

development – particularly in the eastern portion of the County. This suggests the need for 

greater coordination between land-use designations, existing infrastructure and more diverse 

economic development objectives.  

 

This type of coordination does manifest itself with the Highway Mixed-Use designation that will 

allow for new growth that will connect the three primary municipalities. Coupled with future 

infrastructure and utility investments, this designation will also accommodate a diverse range of 

uses that will strengthen segments of the U.S. 17 corridor and maximize the impacts of both 

public and private-sector investment. 
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MAP 2:  Transportation / Technology / Infrastructure 

Data Layers  

Power Plants 

Capital Improvement Projects 

Cellular Towers 

Wireless Broadband Hubs 

Natural Gas Pipeline 

Roads 

Utility Mains 

Parcels – Utilities 

Airport 

Key Findings 

The County’s transportation (major roadway) network has good connectivity with north-south 

and east-west regional roadways in Central Florida. However, the intra-County roadway network 

seems lacking in its ability to connect envisioned growth centers, commercial areas and other 

destinations (as identified in the Comprehensive plan) – particularly in the eastern and southern 

portions of the County. 

 

The network of wireless broadband hubs around the County are well placed to support current 

and future usage. However, further coordination with this network and other infrastructure 

elements, land-use designations, capital improvements and transportation enhancements are 

needed to create a market for new industrial and technology-oriented economic development. 
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MAP 3:  Natural Resources 

Data Layers 

National Hydrography Dataset 

Wetlands from Critical Lands and Waters Identification Project 

Archaeological Sites 

Mining Overlay 

2010 Land Use (Extractive Land) 

Key Findings 

The County’s most important natural resource, the Peace River extends its full north-south 

length and abuts all three municipalities. Aside from its crossing under U.S. 17 at Zolfo Springs, 

there are few other visual indicators of the River’s presence and its significance in the broader 

community. While the County has only a few (man-made) water bodies concentrated in its 

northwestern corner, there is an extensive system of creeks and wetlands that contribute 

significantly to the County’s rural and natural beauty – however, it is not clear how these 

combined natural conditions contribute to the County’s economic diversity. 

 

Varying in size, the County’s archaeological sites are mostly concentrated in the western portion 

of the County. Further analysis of the potential for unearthing archeological artifacts at the 

locations and their significance is needed to determine if these areas can play a greater role in 

the County’s economic diversity. 
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MAP 4:  Mining 

Data Layers 

Parcels – Mining Owned 

Mining Overlay 

2010 Land Use (Extractive and Reclaimed Land) 

Key Findings 

Currently the County’s Mining Overlay (as described in the Comprehensive Plan) encompasses 

over 120,000 acres – constituting approximately 30% of the total land mass of Hardee County of 

402,000 acres.  Within the Mining Overlay, mining companies own or control over 118,000 

acres of land. As of 2010, approximately 11,732 acres of land has been reclaimed from mining 

operations in the northwest corner of the County.  Approximately 23,811 acres of land within the 

Mining Overlay are currently being used for agricultural purposes and 46,238 acres used for 

ranching.   
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MAP 5:  Agriculture 

Data Layers 

Parcels – Agricultural 

Key Findings 

Agricultural activity in Hardee County appears to be in the initial stages of a modest 

diversification trend. Still, citrus is the primary commercial agricultural activity encompassing 

over 76,000 acres – with productive groves throughout the County. As a sub-market, 

ornamental plants and commercial nurseries encompass just under 2,000 acres, with 

indications that this will increase as part of the trend in agricultural diversification. 

 

Row crops are the second largest agricultural activity in the County. This category 

encompasses over 3,200 acres of land. This type of farming is widely dispersed throughout the 

County and will also play a major role in crop diversification. 

 

With a large percentage of smaller agricultural parcels located in the northern portion of the 

County, and with good east – west access to regional roadways, these areas are well situated 

to play a role in crop diversification and more intensive farming crop farming methods. As 

agricultural activity continues to evolve throughout the County, more technological 

advancements and digital data becomes available, larger agricultural concerns pursuing various 

types of precision farming approaches should take advantage of the broadband infrastructure 

that already exists.     
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MAP 6:  Industrial Base 

Data Layers 

Power Plants 

Natural Gas Pipeline 

Parcels – Industrial 

Mining Overlay 

Future Land Use (Industrial) 

Key Findings 

Hardee County’s current industrial base, which is largely comprised of mineral extraction and 

processing, is primarily located west of U.S. 17. According to the County’s Comprehensive Plan 

Future Land-Use element, all major industrial development land-use designations are also 

concentrated in the western portion of the County – primarily along the 663 road/rail corridor 

and in the Fort Green Springs area (on land mostly within the mining overlay area). These areas 

may not be well suited for certain types of light manufacturing and technology-oriented uses. 

Land-use designations that anticipate this type of development may be better situated in the 

eastern portion of the County. The County’s Commerce Park future land-use designation at the 

junction of County Roads 663 and 62 should be expanded north to include the natural gas 

pipeline, electrical substation and the location of the proposed LNG plant at SR 668.  
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MAP 7:  Pasture Land / Livestock 

Data Layers 

Parcels – Pasturelands and Livestock 

Key Findings 

Pasture land encompasses over 157,000 acres of land and is widely distributed throughout the 

County. Pasture land may also share other uses such as citrus groves and other types of 

farming. Pastures vary significantly in size, with larger pastures tending to occupy outlying areas 

of the County, while smaller ones are concentrated closer to established urban/suburban areas. 

The County’s dairy and feed lot operations occupy over 3,700 acres. These activities (including 

poultry farming, bee-keeping, etc.) occupy varying parcel sizes and are primarily dispersed in 

the eastern portion of the County.    
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MAP 8: Recreation/Leisure/Tourism 

Data Layers 

Trails 

Parcels – Parks/Recreation and RV Parks 

Florida Natural Areas Inventory 

Key Findings 

Hardee County currently has a number of dispersed, urban recreational and leisure facilities that 

serve local populations in the three municipalities, as well as the resource-based Hardee Lakes 

recreation area in the northeast portion of the County. This area is well-situated and has room 

for expansion as part of a broader economic development strategy. Although there are currently 

only three lakes in the park, there are other man-made lakes that exist in the area as a result of 

reclamation activity. These features can play a role in expanded recreational/leisure resources 

in the County that have a regional or broader draw. Doing so could also allow aspects of these 

resources to contribute to general economic diversity throughout the County and establish a 

new tourist and visitor market.  
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The Rapid Ethnographic Assessment and Tangible/Intangible 

Cultural/Historical Resources Inventory—Executive Summary 

Introduction and Brief Overview of Project  

The University of South Florida Department of Anthropology research team under the direction 

of Project PI, Dr. Antoinette Jackson, was tasked with producing an inventory of 

tangible/intangible cultural/historical resources in Hardee County. This primarily consisted of 

conducting a rapid ethnographic assessment of cultural resources in Hardee County on a 

community level and analyzing and updating the Florida Master Site File (FMSF) Data set listing 

to create an inventory of historic properties and archaeological sites specific to Hardee County.  

 

A rapid ethnographic assessment incorporates the research skills and holistic view of culture of 

anthropologists to enhance the understanding of a specific group of people in a short period of 

time. Anthropologists employ a wide range of research techniques including: site visits, key 

informant interviews, participant observation, group discussions, kinship associations, 

ethnographic mapping, and archival data collection and analyzes. The Phase 1 rapid 

ethnographic assessment and cultural resources inventory aspect for this project started 

4/11/2012 and concluded 6/28/2012. The team consisting of:  Antoinette T. Jackson, Ph.D. with 

Margaret Allsopp, Kiersten Downs and Meredith Main commuted from Tampa to various 

destinations within Hardee County to collect data, attend events, and visit with people in the 

community.  Site visits to Hardee County amounted to 8 weeks of field research. This included 4 

formal interviews with selected members of the community, 2 intergenerational interviews, and 

25 informal interviews/casual conversations with people of varying backgrounds encountered as 

a result of being in the community and visiting a variety of establishments throughout the 

county. This included participating in social/cultural events and activities, eating at local food 

establishments, attending Church services, visiting RV parks, observing/documenting displays 

of signage throughout the county, visiting the museum, library, and parks; and taking repeated 

trips along major roads within the county and making follow-up visits to sites of interest as 

identified by Hardee residents across a range of class, age, gender, and race/ethnic 

backgrounds. This report and these findings are based on data collected as a result of time 

spent in the community. 

 

The Florida Master Site File (FMSF) started in the 1940’s as an identification and inventory tool 

for archaeological sites. Since, then the FMSF has become a statewide preservation-planning 

instrument for documenting and recording Florida’s cultural (prehistoric and historic) resources. 

The FMSF includes a paper document archive and computer database inventory of surveyed 

historic properties, archaeological sites and associated reports. The FMSF is maintained by the 

Bureau of Historic Preservation of the Division of Historical Resources, Florida Department of 

State in Tallahassee. Listed by county, over 170,000 individual resources are recorded 

throughout the state—with 989 FMSF listings cataloged as being in Hardee County. The Phase 

1 inventory of cultural/historical resources in Hardee County, including associated maps, 

consists of FMSF data organized in six principle cultural resource categories:   
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 Archaeological Sites 

 Historic Buildings and other Structures 

 Historic Cemeteries 

 Historic Bridges 

 Resource Groups (Historic and Archaeological Districts, Mixed Districts, Building 

Complexes, Landscapes, and Linear Resources) 

 NRHP (National Register of Historic Places) Listed Properties and Historic Districts 

 

According to analysis of FMSF records prepared by Jeff Moates (Director, West Central 

Regional Center Florida Public Archaeology Network), for example, there is only one site in 

Hardee listed on the National Register of Historic Places. It is the Fort site located at Paynes 

Creek Historic State Park included on the archaeological sites map.   

 

The resulting findings are presented in 3 reports: 

1) Report 1—Rapid ethnographic assessment of tangible/intangible cultural resources on a 

community level (results organized by categories and associated appendices):  

a. Appendix 1:  Maps  

b. Appendix 2:  Photo inventory 

c. Appendix 3:  Interview transcripts  

d. Appendix 4:  Formal Interview Results 

 

2) Report 2— Rapid ethnographic assessment of tangible/intangible cultural resources on 

a community level—Latino Community focus (results organized by categories). 

 

3) Report 3—Tangible/intangible cultural/historical resources inventory (prepared by Jeff 

Moates, courtesy of FPAN).  

Summary of Findings 

As a result of our extended time spent in the community and our focus on preparing an 

inventory of tangible/intangible cultural/heritage resources in Hardee County we were able to 

present the following observations and findings about Hardee County based on the data 

collected: 

Rapid Ethnographic Assessment Findings - General 

 There are several different language communities in Hardee County 

o English speaking community 

o Haitian community 

o Spanish/Latin American community 

 Language diversity in Hardee County is a cultural asset but it is currently not viewed as 

such. Rather schools tend to approach language diversity and students from multi-

lingual language communities as management problems rather than management 

challenges, which if addressed effectively, could potentially enhance educational 

opportunities for all students.  
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 Families with long-term/multi-generational kinship ties to Hardee County are cultural 

assets. Their stories underscore the diversity of communities, family histories, and 

economic resources throughout the County. 

 

 Trailer parks contain different types of communities 

o Long term (people who live there year round 

o Migrant parks 

 Long term 

 Seasonal 

o Snow birds (Sept-December) 

o Retired communities 

o Short stay (2 weeks or less) 

 

 County residents who have the means report that they travel outside of Hardee County 

for leisure activities (e.g., movies, mall, restaurants).   

 

 There are two sides to Main Street both literally and figuratively.  These sides are 

demarcated by class and ethnicity and mapped onto physical spaces. For example, 

there is Main Street that targets businesses and eating establishments focused on 

attracting middle and upper class clientele and residents. While this Main Street looks 

new and has nice buildings it underscores economic disparities exiting throughout the 

county as it appeals to a limited clientele and does not address the needs of the vast 

majority of the community primarily people with limited or fixed incomes. Then there is 

another side or the “other side” of Main Street that has businesses that address the 

needs of more economically disadvantaged populations by selling products and 

providing services at price points more accessible to a broader range of people in the 

community. Some of these businesses are located directly off of or behind “mainstream” 

Main Street and some serve as community gathering places.  

 

 There appears to be a significant gap in funding directed towards the County’s most 

vulnerable populations and communities (such as those areas still recovering from 

hurricane damage near Will Duke Road for example). 

o Financial resources/investments target Main Street but many people do not 

utilize these businesses nor frequent Main Street because of limited product 

offerings and gaps in disposable income between the general population (the 

majority) and more affluent members of the community.    

 

 Frustration with race and class discrimination in Hardee County. Issues of racial/ethnic 

segregation and personal experiences of racial conflict/racism were shared. Some 

residents described a racial hierarchy in Hardee that dictates quality of life and access to 

funds for public services. 

 

 Residents across the board reported dissatisfaction with the public school system with 

people articulating the following: 
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 Not enough teachers 

 Children are not being paid enough attention 

 Parents of white children feel that the migrant children are taking away from their 

children’s quality of education. 

 Insufficient funding  

Rapid Ethnographic Assessment Findings – Hardee County Latino 

Communities 

Investigators encountered great diversity within the Latino community.  On one hand, there are 

families with five generations in Hardee County.  On the other hand, there are migrant workers 

who in some cases recently arrived to the area and have limited ties.  This community was 

harder for investigators to access; therefore their experiences are underrepresented in this 

report.  

 

The Latino community is dispersed throughout the county.  Migrant workers live in migrant 

camps or Las Palmas but permanent residents do not live in clearly identifiable Hispanic 

neighborhoods.  This fits the trend that once Latinos settle in the area, aided by churches, 

Hispanic markets and other support networks, they quickly assimilate into town life.  This 

process is not always smooth.  Racial/ethnic discrimination is still a major issue in the county.  

Several participants expressed their frustration because they feel they are treated as outsiders 

in their own town.  

 

Main issues or themes found in the initial data collection phase are (1) the lack of recognition of 

Latino culture in mainstream society, (2) diversity among the Latino population, (3) frustration 

with race and class discrimination in Hardee County, (4) the importance of farming for Latinos in 

the area, and (5) churches and Spanish markets as key sites for establishing social networks. 

 

1) Latinos are rarely recognized in mainstream news sources, events, or institutions.  That is not 

to say that they are never recognized.  The town organized an event meant to celebrate 

Hispanic [mostly Mexican] culture during fieldwork.  While the event provided an occasion for 

community members to come together to enjoy Hispanic food and music, the Latino community 

would like to see more of these events.  One individual said there is a Hispanic Awareness 

Week in the public elementary school but expanding the multicultural curriculum to foster inter-

ethnic understanding would be appreciated.   

 

2) The Latino population in Hardee County is very diverse.  Some residents were born and 

raised in the county and speak little or no Spanish.  They feel little connection to Latin America.  

Other Latinos in Hardee are recent immigrants who do not speak English.  These individuals 

may be separated from their friends and family in their native countries.  Considering the 

variation in work status, number of generations in Hardee, class, education level, language and 

nationality, Latinos should not be a homogeneous category.   
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3) Almost all participants said they have experienced racial discrimination in Hardee.  Part of the 

discrimination stems from greater immigration politics.  Officials in Hardee and surrounding 

counties have harassed undocumented individuals.  Discrimination is not restricted to the Latino 

population.  There is internal and external discrimination associated with all ethnic groups.  A 

few individuals said there were no ethnic tensions in Hardee and that it is relatively friendly to 

undocumented workers.  The problem, as one woman said, is that certain groups have the 

mindset that all Latinos are undocumented migrant workers.  This is especially hurtful to people 

who are third and fourth generation Americans.   

 

4) Most Hispanics in Hardee have ties to farming.  Participants said they, their parents or 

grandparents came to Hardee to work in the fields.  Over time, people have expanded 

employment opportunities and Latinos now occupy positions as bankers, teachers, politicians, 

miners, real estate agents and storeowners. 

 

5) Churches and Hispanic markets are important resources for new residents.  There are 

numerous churches in Hardee, many which offer Spanish language services.  When people 

move to the area, they can attend these services and link up with Spanish speakers and those 

with similar religious interests.  These relationships are instrumental in establishing a social 

support network.  Similarly, Latinos that have recently relocated to Hardee can find other 

Spanish speakers at the Hispanic markets.  The markets offer cash checking and money 

transfer services.  People can also pay for grocery items on credit. 

Tangible/Material Cultural/Historical Resources Inventory Findings  

The Florida Master Site File (FMSF) contains records for 240 archaeological sites in Hardee 

County. However, the Paynes Creek Massacre Fort Chokonikla Site (8HR00023) is the only 

archaeological site listed on the National Register of Historic Places for Hardee County. This 

site is located within the Paynes Creek Historic State Park.  

 

The FMSF GIS data identifies 585 historic buildings and other structures in Hardee County. 

These historic properties range in age from the late nineteenth century frontier settlement 

Alderman Albritton Homestead (HR00042, Unincorporated Hardee County), built ca. 1880, to 

residential buildings built in the late 1940s. The City of Wauchula is the location for the largest 

cluster of historic buildings and structures recorded on the Florida Master Site File for Hardee 

County.   

 

Current FMSF GIS data identifies 4 historic cemeteries in Hardee County. All are locally 

significant as burial places of the county’s early pioneer families. There are 16 historic bridges in 

Hardee County documented by FMSF. Construction dates for this resource type range from 

1916 to 1955, with the majority of surveyed bridges built during the 1930s.  
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Next Steps 

Ethnographic Assessment-Proposed Next Steps—Phase 2 

Based on information collected in Phase 1, the USF Department of Anthropology Research 

team proposes the following next steps for Phase 2 efforts: 

 

 Conduct additional interviews based on some of the leads we obtained from the first 

group of people interviewed. For example, 

 

 Focus research efforts on migrant farm workers and grove owners and managers 

they work for. These groups are underrepresented in this report but could yield 

some significant insights into a core aspect of the county’s identity and economic 

base. 

 Interview religious leaders such as priests, ministers and pastors in local 

churches to get their insights on the community based on their engagement with 

members of their congregations.  The data collected in Phase 1 suggests that 

places of worship serve a wide spectrum of county residents. 

 Interview a wider range of members of civic organizations in Hardee County 

(e.g., Kiwanis Club, Rotary Club, Sorority and Fraternity chapters) to gain their 

help in identifying vulnerable populations in Hardee County and suggested ways 

of serving the needs of the most vulnerable populations in the community, 

especially children. 

 

 Focus more time on the school system. This would include: conducting site observations 

and running focus groups in schools—interviewing principals, administrators, teachers, 

parents, and kids across race/ethnicity to find out their views and experiences with 

education (e.g., public, private, charter) in Hardee County. Focus groups may be 

particularly helpful as they are a good method for eliciting people’s opinions and 

discovering factors that affect people’s opinions. In general, spending time focusing on 

the school system would help identify in more detail what stakeholders view as 

disparities and possible solutions for improving conditions in the public school system in 

Hardee County. For example, 

 Determine what cultural events are celebrated in public schools (i.e., are there 

Latino cultural events or Hispanic Awareness Week in public schools?). 

 Focus on the particular education needs of migrant children (i.e., are they 

educated in special education classrooms?  Is this consistent with other 

counties?) 

 

 Focus more time on researching Spanish language communities within Hardee County 

in order to better articulate the diversity within the Latino population. Phase 1 provides 

an initial assessment of the diversity within these communities that has been overlooked 

in previous research. Further research could address the following for example, 
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 Are there resources for a Spanish language newspaper? 

 Are there local Spanish language news programs? 

 How much do Latino populations contribute economically to Hardee?  Where do 

new migrants mostly shop?  

 What are some of the specific professions within the Latino community? Who are 

some of the leading Latino identified professionals within the community (i.e., 

doctors, lawyers, teachers, clergy, business owners, government administrators). 

 

 Expand upon Phase 1 Rapid Ethnographic Assessment and Inventory 

information/insight into Hardee County as provided by a wider range of stakeholder 

communities to include more surveys and improve on previous surveys/survey methods. 

One suggestion would be to survey a wide range of stakeholder populations (e.g., 

Latino, Haitian) within the community based on insight gained from Phase 1 in order to 

gain more information on ways that funding for economic development and community 

improvement can be allocated.  Another suggestion would be to survey a wider range of 

stakeholder populations about leisure activities (past, present, and future). 

 

 Spend more time researching stores where people shop/eat to determine what kind of 

access people in Hardee have to these services and to solicit ideas/suggestions for 

improvements or for expanding service offerings to fit the budget and basic needs of 

larger segments of the population within Hardee County. Insights gained in Phase 1 

suggests that spending more time focused on how/where people shop and what they 

shop for and why would yield significant insight on ways of including needs of a larger 

segment of the community in economic expansion decisions. 

Mapping-Proposed Next Steps—Phase 2 

The expanding availability of different types of GIS data on Hardee County that can be viewed 

in a geo-spatial manner creates some unique opportunities for use in generating different types 

of economic development strategies. The results of this Phase 1 effort suggest that this 

approach should be on ongoing process that is directly tied to other County processes and 

initiatives. With the ability to arrange existing information and new data in a manner that allows 

the County, its residents and business and property owners to see and analyze physical 

conditions in a composite manner, the next phase of this effort should involve: 

1) More in depth inventory and composite mapping configurations 

2) Identification of opportunities and challenges for diversifying and expanding the County’s 

land-based economy 

3) The integration of specific findings from this mapping process with stated economic 

development objectives and associated feasibility analysis 

4) The identification of focus areas with targeted economic development initiatives 

5) Scenario modeling that explores some “ … what if?” alternatives  
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6) Some visioning of new or future physical features and conditions that incorporate 

existing assets. All of these recommendations are intended to provide Hardee County 

and its residents with a clear picture of the tangible conditions that will result from a 

diverse and sustainable economy building strategy and demonstrate how these 

measures will ensure the long term economic health and stability of the County. 

 

Tangible/Material Historical Resources Inventory - Proposed Next 

Steps—Phase 2 

Hardee County’s history encompasses many broad themes. Visible connections to the 

Seminole Wars, early Florida pioneering and homesteading, as well as the many industrial and 

agricultural pursuits that have shaped the cultural and physical landscape today remain as the 

visible building blocks to Hardee’s beginnings. The historical and cultural remains representing 

these themes are extensive in Hardee County. For example, the Florida Master Site File 

(FMSF) contains records for 240 archaeological sites in Hardee County. However, the Paynes 

Creek Massacre Fort Chokonikla Site (8HR00023) is the only archaeological site listed on the 

National Register of Historic Places for Hardee County. This site is located within the Paynes 

Creek Historic State Park. Most of the historical and cultural remains have local vs. national 

appeal or recognition. 

 

 Investigate if additional sites qualify to be nominated to the National Register. This could 

result in connecting Hardee County history to national themes attracting a broader 

range of visitors.   

 

(The graphic on the following pages is an example of a product (11x17 paper map printed front and back) 

that can serve as a road map for heritage tourism in Hardee, a visible connection to the casual visitor. A 

single map for visitors that connects Hardee’s regularly visited historical sites and other places where 

historic and cultural resources exist but may not be well publicized. The visitor map has many purposes. It 

serves as a cross-promotional piece as well as a place for private eco-tourism and/or heritage tourism 

outfits to utilize as space to advertise services.) 
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Heritage Tourism-Proposed Next Steps—Phase 2   

Strategies for promoting heritage tourism are often based on the representative broad themes 

and can be applied to encourage visitation to areas or sites that demonstrate significance at the 

state and local levels. By promoting the resources together, each one has the potential to 

compliment the other by providing the information that is tied to a particular aspect of Hardee 

County’s past. 

 

 Promote heritage tourism to include the development of heritage corridors in Hardee 

County that connect areas and/or sites that represent these themes. One possibility to 

apply this strategy is to identify roadways for a potential Scenic Byway designation.  

 

 Develop partnerships among municipalities, historical societies, and other appropriate 

stakeholders are a necessary step in the creation of any heritage tourism strategy. As 

one example, the main artery and thoroughfare within Hardee, US 17, can be utilized as 

the physical connection bridging the sites. 

 

 Develop Heritage Tourism products such as visitor maps for the county that 

showcase/identify regularly visited historical sites and other places where historic and 

cultural resources exist but may not be well publicized.  

 

The Phase 1 historical and cultural resource inventory provides a good basis for further work in 

this area. For example, a heritage tourism map, Explore Hardee County, modeled after 

examples for Manatee and Sarasota counties is included in this report as an example of a 

potential Phase 2 product. The Explore Hardee County map included in this report is not a 

finished product but serves as a good product model (see the Explore Hardee County map 

attached). The process of completing the map/mapping products involves working with 

stakeholders to gather site descriptions and other information that they would like to impart on 

the map. The FIOG Team, particularly the FPAN group, proposes facilitating this process and 

completing the maps. 
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Eco-Tourism, Agri-Tourism, Tourism-Proposed Next Steps—Phase 2 

Eco-Tourism 

Hardee County has a fledgling tourism sector based on special events and smaller historic and 

unique sites. Basically, tourism in Hardee County consists of a variety of small venues and 

events. Bone Valley has national recognition and the County’s three major events (Pioneer Park 

Days, County Fair and the Passion Plays) attract patronage from outside the County; however, 

none of these activities or resources currently has the critical mass to have an economic impact 

on the County by generating significant room nights. Most of the events and tourist attractions 

are day trips, thus contributing very little to the local economy. Furthermore, competition for the 

limited eco/heritage revenue exists within a 50 mile radius of the County.  Dinosaur World 

located in Plant City on the I-4 corridor is an example of commercialization of Bone Valley.   

 

The GIS mapping task for this report did not identify a single natural feature that could play a 

major role in developing an economic development strategy for eco-tourism or agri-tourism in 

Hardee County. However, the County’s two primary natural features (i.e. the Peace River and 

Hardee Lakes) and other large open or forested areas can foster revenue-generating activities 

and overnight visits if programmed for special events and other paid activities. These areas 

could also play a major role if supplemented with new cultural, entertainment and hospitality 

facilities, or some other type of infrastructure investment.      

 

The Hardee Lakes recreation area is well-situated, accessible and has room for expansion as a 

mixed-use regional park. In its expanse, the existing park can accommodate more diverse 

functions as part of a broader economic development strategy.   

 

A second natural resource that could factor into a visitor and tourism strategy for the County is 

the Peace River and its upland areas. Currently, there are relatively few visual indicators of its 

presence (including boat ramps, parks, etc.) and it does not factor significantly in the County’s 

regional draw. With good proximity to the three municipalities, the River provides an opportunity 

for the County to celebrate its primary water feature while benefitting from its natural setting.   

 

 Examine further the events and venues that exist in Hardee County to see how they can 

be tied more closely together.     

 

 Prepare an Eco/Heritage Strategic Plan either as a standalone document or as a part of 

a larger Economic Development Strategic Plan. 

 

 Develop a plan to promote the unique man-made lakes in Hardee Lakes Park as the 

result of a “sustainable land reclamation strategy” linked directly to a number of open 

space activities.  

 

 Explore the potential for creating a visitor venue on the Peace River, perhaps at Paynes 

Creek State Park that incorporates eco-tourism, heritage tourism, and the area’s historic 

artifacts all into one location. The Peace River and environs is limited due to few access 
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points and lack of supporting entries, i.e. canoe or kayaking. An interesting approach is 

being used in Washington, North Carolina where the State has created a modest 

estuarium which provides local aquatic exhibits, terrariums, historic artifacts and marine 

species that are found in the local estuaries.  That facility also has meeting rooms, 

aquariums, and support areas for kayaking. 

 

 Develop a branding/marketing strategy around tourism that promotes Hardee County’s 

cultural/historical resources for changing perceptions people have about Hardee County 

vs. being viewed as a standalone economic engine.  

Agri-Tourism 

As two of the primary economic enterprises in Hardee County, agriculture and ranching also 

have the potential to create a market for (revenue-generating) tourist and visitor activities. Agri-

tourism as a new market sector in the County’s economy could manifest itself in many ways. As 

agricultural interests continue to evolve and diversify, agri-tourism should be an integral part of 

ways to optimize Hardee County’s agricultural impact - through both traditional and alternative 

approaches. As indicated during the earlier “expectation interviews” with key stakeholders, the 

project team was consistently made aware of the untapped potential the County’s agricultural 

landscape has for broadening economic development activity well beyond current levels.  

 

 Explore diversification, uniqueness and market-relevance of agriculture in a broader 

sense to creating visitor destinations that are associated with various types of 

agricultural activities.   
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Economic Development-Proposed Next Steps—Phase 2 

The population in Hardee decreased by approximately four percent from 1980 to 1990, and then 

sharply rebounded from 1990 to 2000 for an increase of approximately 38 percent. From 2000 

to 2010, the County’s rate of growth slowed to 3 percent.  

 

Between 1990 and 2010, the County’s total Hispanic population represented 68 percent of the 

County’s growth. However, since 2000 the Hispanic population accounted for all the growth in 

the County. Census data further suggests that the non-Hispanic population from 2000 to 2010 

experienced a net loss of approximately 1,500 people. In 1990, the Hispanic population 

represented 23.4 percent of the County’s population which increased to 35.7 percent in 2000 

and 42.2 percent in 2010. This increase in Hispanic growth is representative of a nationwide 

trend.  

 

While the overall cause of this out migration has not been quantified, it seems that part of the 

cause is lack of employment opportunities within the County.  The County is rural in nature and 

is somewhat isolated from regional population centers (due in large part to a limited regional 

road network).  The County’s agricultural products especially orange orchards are being 

impacted by “greening” which, with potential loss of pasture and farm lands within mining 

easements could result in declining employment levels. 

 

The County has seen significant economic diversification over the last decade particularly in the 

medical sector.  Furthermore, it has negotiated significant funding from mining companies to 

further diversify and increase employment opportunities in the County.  The result of this 

renewed effort of job creation has had significant impacts.  Today, the County is one of a few 

counties across the country which can boost County-wide broadband.  The County also has in 

place rail lines, power plants and natural gas to offer economic development prospects. 

 

In order for the County to continue to grow population and jobs, the County needs other 

supporting infrastructure to attract future employers and residents.  In today’s competitive 

economy, education (quality schools) and a variety of housing stock are critical factors for 

relocating households as are other “quality of life” factors including shopping, support services, 

entertainment venues such as movie theatres, etc.  Lastly, employers need trained workers 

within an easy commute time. 

 

Diversification of the economic base is critical for the future growth of Hardee County. Hardee 

County needs to look at those industries that will expand the current economic base and 

generate new revenue to the community. As stated by Kimley-Horn and Associates Inc. in the 

Sustainable Hardee Visioning for the Future Report-August 2012, those target industries include 

eco-tourism and alternative agriculture enterprises.   

 

Hardee County has many natural resources that need to be balanced with new development in 

order to respect the natural environment. There needs to be a balance established between 

existing and future mining efforts with reclamation of post-mining lands for other uses such as 

agriculture, ranching, parks and recreation, and economic development. Hardee County has 
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already taken a monumental step by developing the Hardee County Commerce Park. This park 

has “shovel ready” parcels available which gives Hardee County an enormous economic 

development advantage over other competing locations in central Florida.  Hardee County 

should consider expanding the size of the current industrial park, while, also identifying other 

suitable locations for additional industrial parks based on economic market factors 

 

Hardee County is in a unique position with dedicated income streams for economic 

development, infrastructure and job creation projects. These income streams are provided from 

several sources including The Mosaic Company - beginning in 2011, will allocate $42 million 

over 10 years for economic development; CF Industries will allocate $10 million for education 

and recreation enhancements related to economic development over the next 5 years. In 2006 

Hardee County began receiving State severance tax apportionments projected to generate $2 

million to $7 million per year (based on phosphate mining volume) while mining occurs in the 

County. These income streams place the County in the enviable position of becoming a premier 

economic development contender in the State of Florida.  The community leaders need to be 

focused and prudent in the expenditure of the severance tax dollars. The spending of those 

dollars should be concentrated on improvements that will afford the County the biggest return 

on its investment for increased job creation. Infrastructure improvements should be looked at 

strategically as it relates to economic development. This entails identifying specific employment 

centers that reflect realistic economic and market factors.  

 

Befitting its rural agrarian orientation, the County also has significant natural and 

cultural/heritage resources to offer.  The lack of an integrated strategy to provide the required 

support services (overnight accommodations, restaurants, etc.) to effectively market “tourism” 

plus the County’s somewhat isolated location with respect to regional population and other 

tourism centers could limit the overall economic impact of this sector. 

 

While the County has significant assets, it nonetheless has some limitations, with respect to 

overall economic development.  Its major sector, agriculture is declining for a host of reasons; 

and there appears to be no overall plan to strategically address its future.  Mining, while it will 

generate significant governmental revenues, its employment growth is limited as much of the 

employment impacts occur outside the County.  The County has recently completed a Visioning 

Project to address its future.  In it, the Plan mentions the need for continued growth.  What 

appears to be missing is a strategic plan to address all the issues and sectors of the County’s 

economic base holistically; i.e. an Economic Development Strategic Plan that addresses the 

four sectors of Hardee County: Agriculture, Mining, Non Agri/Mining Establishments, and 

Tourism; and the need for quality education, housing, trained workforce, and supporting 

community services/facilities. 

 

Hardee County’s financial resources are limited.  It does not have the money to address all the 

potential infrastructure needs of a vast rural landscape.  It needs to have a program that 

addresses its immediate and short term needs to establish a growing economy and lay the 

framework for its longer term growth potential, respective of its current stakeholders.  
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 Prepare an Economic Development Strategic Plan. The County needs such a plan as a 

blueprint or guide which integrates the 7 major elements of an Economic Development 

Strategic Plan would include: 

 Non-agriculture Industries  

 Agriculture  

 Tourism 

 Housing 

 Community Infrastructure 

 Education/Workforce training 

 Branding/Marketing 

The plan will prioritize public and private resources to achieve its objectives and strategies.  

 

Additional studies would include:  

 Conduct a detailed examination of other communities in Florida and the US to determine 

how they have embraced ethnic changes to bring about positive economic growth 

opportunities.  

 

 Explore what rural communities in the US have done to capitalize on information 

technology such as broadband to bring economic diversification to a community.  This 

could include exploring the possibilities of creating a technology park in Hardee County. 
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Appendix A: Hardee County Rapid Ethnographic Assessment of 

Cultural/Historical Resources (Reports 1 & 2) 

Prepared by: Antoinette T. Jackson, Ph.D. with Margaret Allsopp, Kiersten Downs and Meredith Main 

Date Submitted: August 25, 2012 

Introduction and Brief Overview of Project Results/Findings 

For this project we were tasked with doing a rapid ethnographic assessment of cultural 

resources in Hardee County on a community level. A rapid ethnographic assessment 

incorporates the research skills and holistic view of culture of anthropologists to enhance the 

understanding of a specific group of people in a short period of time. Anthropologists employ a 

wide range of research techniques including: site visits, key informant interviews, participant 

observation, group discussions, kinship associations, ethnographic mapping, and archival data 

collection and analyzes. The Phase 1 rapid ethnographic assessment and cultural resources 

inventory aspect for this project started 4/11/2012 and concluded 6/28/2012. The team 

consisting of: Antoinette T. Jackson, Ph.D. with Margaret Allsopp, Kiersten Downs and Meredith 

Main commuted from Tampa to various destinations within Hardee County to collect data, 

attend events, and visit with people in the community. Site visits to Hardee County amounted to 

8 weeks of field research. This included 4 formal interviews with selected members of the 

community, 2 intergenerational interviews, and 25 informal interviews/casual conversations with 

people of varying backgrounds encountered as a result of being in the community and visiting a 

variety of establishments throughout the county. This included participating in social/cultural 

events and activities, eating at local food establishments, attending Church services, visiting RV 

parks, observing/documenting displays of signage throughout the county, visiting the museum, 

library, and parks; and taking repeated trips along major roads within the county and making 

follow-up visits to sites of interest as identified by Hardee residents across a range of class, age, 

gender, and race/ethnic backgrounds. This report and these findings are based on data 

collected as a result of time spent in the community. 

Deliverables: 

Cultural/historical resources inventory consisting of: 

 

 Report 1—Rapid ethnographic assessment on a community level (results organized by 

categories and associated appendices:  

 

 Report 2— Rapid ethnographic assessment on a community level (Latino Community 

focus).  

*Note: one member of the research team, Meredith Main, was solicited because she 

spoke Spanish. This helped the team in collection of data/information relevant to the 

Latino community. 
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 Appendices 

a. Appendix 1: Maps  

b. Appendix 2: Photo inventory 

c. Appendix 3: Interview transcripts  

d. Appendix 4: Formal Interview Results 

REPORT 1: Ethnographic Assessment 

Inventory of findings organized by categories 

Data collected from the rapid ethnographic assessment of Hardee County has been organized 

into the following categories:  

a) Churches, b) Schools/education, c) Business establishments/stores/Main street, d) 

Food/eating establishments, e) RV Parks/Migrant Parks, f) Laundry facilities, g) Museums and 

cultural resources/activities/events, h) Main Street, i) Signs/signage; j) Farms/groves, k) 

Neighborhoods/residential areas as noted in interviews and driving by; l) Names/naming of 

people, places, events; m) Language communities: i.e., Spanish language community/Haitian 

language community, o) Leisure  

Category – Churches 

There are numerous churches in Hardee ranging in denominations served, size, languages 

spoken and racial/ethnic composition of the congregation. 

 

I. Churches with services in Spanish and Haitian Creole languages. Through informal interviews 

with community members and direct observation, the research team learned that some 

churches offered multi-lingual services. For example, we learned from several residents that St. 

Michael’s Catholic Church was a popular church and attracted a multi-lingual congregation. The 

church offers services in English, Spanish and Creole. Members of the research team attended 

the 1:00pm mass in Creole on June 3, 2012. There appeared to about forty worshipers including 

the choir. The congregation was comprised of all ages, from a range of socio-economic 

backgrounds. 

 

II. Churches with primarily English only services. Through interviews and casual conversations 

with a family that has roots in Hardee County dating back to circa 1920’s, the team learned that 

in the late 1990’s, the original 1st Baptist Church was torn down. As a result some members of 

this family now attend services at the Northside Baptist Church and new First Baptist Church. 

Other churches and places of worship we observed included New Jerusalem Church of God, 

New Mt. Zion African Methodist Episcopal Church (A.M.E. Church), and Victory Praise Center. 

One resident we visited mentioned the Faith Assembly of God church in Bowling Green as 

being popular and attracting a diverse range of congregants. We also learned that one RV park 

used to have a pastor on site who offered worship services.  

 

III. Churches with Mobile Ministry services. We learned that a mobile ministry visits at least one 

migrant park. The team observed a mobile ministry trolley parked right off of Hwy 17 in 

Wauchula. 
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Figure 1. St. Michael Church, May 9, 2012. 

 
 

Figure 2. Sherry White Ministries trolley, June 3, 

2012.  

Category – Schools/education 

There are seven public schools in Hardee County. The team learned that there is only one 

Junior High and one Senior High School for the entire county. Based on interviews with 

residents in Hardee County from different racial/ethnic groups, we noted that there are distinct 

differences in their perspectives and experiences regarding the Hardee County school system. 

In general, community members expressed frustration with the public school system across 

race/ethnicity and gender. The following are excerpts from formal and informal interviews 

reflecting perspectives shared about Hardee County schools: 

 

 Hardee Junior High is the worst school in the state of Florida 

 The whites are a minority 

 Kids don’t care about their elders 

 Failed first grade 

 Teachers too busy catering to the migrant children 

 Schools are terrible 

 Put more money into the schools and hire more teachers 

 Everything dies when schools are out for summer 

 A couple of people are running Hardee schools behind the scenes 

 Those are our tax dollars. You should use them for all groups of kids 

 The Creole children struggle the most. It’s very difficult for them to get someone who can 

speak the language. 

 Our kids can’t understand the teachers because they have accents 

 

The research team saw a flyer for the Wauchula Center posted outside a Latino Market in 

downtown Wauchula. According to the flyer, The Wauchula Center offers free educational 

services, family services, disability services, health and dental care, bus transportation, an 

environment for play and learning, and balanced meals for the children of migrant farm workers 

in Wauchula and Bowling Green. The team also located an adult education center that offers 

GED testing and ABE, GED, and ESOL classes. 
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Figure 3. Hardee Junior High & Hilltop Elementary, 

June 3, 2012.  

 
 

Figure 5. Wauchula Center, a Head Start Center, 

May 9, 2012. 

 

Figure 4. Bowling Green Elementary, June 3, 2012.  
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Category – Business establishments/stores 

There are a limited range of businesses in Hardee County and distinct differences between 

Main Street establishments and other more utilitarian or multi-resource stores frequented by the 

general population in Hardee. 

 

 Walmart 

 Sporting Goods store 

 Bowling Alley 

 Sonni’s Pediatrics 

 Sweet Bay Supermarket 

 Frank’s Hair Salon 

 Shops on the Corner 

 The Farmer’s Market 

 Quilter’s Inn Bed & Breakfast 

 Southern Oaks Assisted Living facility 

 Main Street 

 

For example, many people mentioned Walmart as a popular shopping destination. People 

frequent Walmart across racial/ethnic and class distinctions. One individual stated that 

relocating shopping areas like Walmart from the south side of town to the north end of town 

helped other businesses as well. We learned that business increased for establishments that 

moved to the new Walmart plaza (e.g., the sporting goods store). Three different informal 

interviews mentioned that the bowling alley was a popular place for locals of all ages. We also 

saw a flyer for a new pediatrician’s office - Sonni’s Pediatrics –posted on the wall of a local 

Hispanic market. The office is located next to Sweet Bay Supermarket. Several interviewees 

mentioned Frank’s Hair Salon as well as Shops on the Corner. Some people mentioned a 

“farmer’s market” which we observed to be a storage/distribution facility for local growers. 

Additionally, we were excited to find that a Hardee County establishment, the Quilter’s Inn Bed 

and Breakfast, was advertised on Groupon in the Tampa Bay Area. Also we noted a Southern 

Oaks Assisted Living facility on Will Duke Road. All in all people expressed a gap in services 

offered in Hardee in terms of variety, quality, and family appeal and were willing to travel without 

hesitation to places/businesses located up to two hours away by car. People generally 

expressed that they want Main Street to be more practical in terms of more affordable stores 

and business establishments and basic in terms of the types of items sold (i.e., no scented 

lavender soap balls) and more welcoming to a broader range of people in Hardee.  
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Figure 6. “State Farmers’ Market,” a storage facility 

for local growers, May 18, 2012 

 
 

Figure 7. Workers unload watermelons at “State 

Farmers’ Market,” a storage facility for local growers, 

May 18, 2012 

 
 

 

Figure 8. Sonni’s Pediatrics, June 3, 2012. 

 

 
 

Figure 9. Groupon for the Quilter’s Inn, May 24, 2012. 
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Category – Food/eating establishments 

The team observed a number of Latino food and eating establishments. We learned of some 

through interviews with people in the community and/or by driving around in the community. 

 

 Ta Quitos Mi Mexico 

 Tacos Isabel 

 Kairos Mexican Restaurant 

 Taco Stand located at Hwy 17 & Jones Street 

 The Pioneer 

 Del Pueblo Market 

 Zolfo Supermarket 

 Spanish Market in Zolfo on Hwy 17 

 Giovanni’s Main Street Kitchen 

 Nicholas’ Family Restaurant 

 

Many of these places are located right off of US Highway 17. Some have large signs that are 

easily seen while others have no signage. The research team visited several of these 

establishments including Ta Quitos Mi Mexico, Tacos Isabel, and a taco stand in Zolfo Springs. 

Kairos Mexican Restaurant is a new restaurant located on Main Street. The eatery celebrated 

its grand opening during Friday Night Live on May 18, 2012. Kairos appears to serve middle-

class patrons with a diverse menu featuring items such as ribeye steak, hot wings, and 

numerous Mexican dishes. We also observed several Hispanic specialty markets that sell Latino 

and Haitian food/products as well as North American items. They included: Del Pueblo Market, 

Zolfo Supermarket, and another Spanish Market in Zolfo Springs on Hwy 17. 

 

Interviews and casual conversations with a few local and long term community residents 

indicated that many locals travel outside of Hardee for shopping and for food establishments 

and restaurants. One resident mentioned he’d like to see more family type restaurants. He 

mentioned that there are a few good ones such as Giovanni’s Main Street Kitchen and Nicholas’ 

Family Restaurant, but they are mostly small and Nicholas’ is closed during the winter months. 

Another resident mentioned driving to Sebring to eat dinner. The team visited the Pioneer 

restaurant in Zolfo Springs, which is located across from Pioneer Village and the Cracker 

Museum. It serves dishes such as fried chicken and pecan pie to a very local clientele many 

from the nearby RV park. This eatery has been open for around 30 years and is still owned by 

the same person.  
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Figure 10. Del Pueblo Market, May 9, 2012. 

 
 

Figure 11. Taco stand in Zolfo Springs off of Hwy 17 

and Jones St., April 24, 2012. 

 
 

Figure 12. Kairos Mexican Restaurant, May 18, 2012. 

 
 

Figure 13. Zolfo Super Market – Hispanic & American 

Products, May 18, 2012. 

 

Category – RV/Migrant Parks 

I. RV Parks 

The team visited and spoke with residents and/or managers at several RV parks including Lazy 

Acres, Thousand Trails, and Crystal Lake Village. Additional parks visited included Little Charlie 

Creek RV Park and the Oasis RV Park. 

 

 Lazy Acres RV Park – overview of findings 

o Retirees from the Northeast and Canada (i.e., Quebec, Ontario) 

o  Stay from November to May 

o  Currently 25 empty lots 

o People come to Hardee for the “small town feel” and because it is “cheap”  

o Having trouble filling the RV park because the old clientele are passing away and 

their children cannot afford to carry on the RV tradition.  

o Park recently listed in some travel guides and websites (Good Sam, RV Travel 

Guide). 

o Most campers stay on the campground and don’t go out into the community 

except for dinner.  

o The campground offers scheduled activities (e.g., Bingo, Crafts, Baseball, Pot-

luck, Hobo Soup).  
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 Thousand Trails RV Park—overview of findings 

o Located on the Peace River 

o Membership park  

 The park offers a deal where campers can stay for 2 weeks and then they 

have to check out for a week and then return to get a cheap rate.  

 People come to the campground because of the membership deal and it's 

cheap.  

o Clientele don't really participate in community beyond the park except going out 

to dinner occasionally.  

o Most visitors come from the Northeast and Canada.  

o The park offers amenities such as a boat launch, canoes, country store, fossil 

equipment rentals, and heated swimming pool. 

 

 Crystal Lake Village—overview of findings  

o  Retirement community offering RV and permanent living.  

o Gated community and before entering, visitors have to go to the front desk in 

order to get a visitors pass.  

o The trailers in this park appear nicer than what we have seen in the other parks.  

o One resident described it as “God’s waiting room.” 

o Another resident called it “Wrinkle City.”  

o Park was currently 10% full and that the population triples during snow bird 

season. 

 Little Charlie Creek RV Park 

 The Oasis RV Park 

 

II.  Migrant Parks.  

The team visited several majority migrant community parks including:  

 Lazy Acres Trailer Park on Redbird Road (segregated from Lazy Acres RV park) 

 Pine Cone Mobile Home Park 

 Trailer park across from Bowling Green Elementary School 

 

Lazy Acres RV Park also has a section that has a majority migrant population. The migrant area 

of the park is accessed from a different street and is segregated from main area or what we 

observed as the non-Latino section of the park. Most of the trailers in the migrant section were 

old and in poor condition, accessible by dirt roads and roads with cracked pavement and 

potholes. In an interview with the manager of Lazy Acres, we were informed that for the most 

part, the migrant population stays year round, except for one family that goes to North Carolina 

to follow the watermelon harvest each year. The manager indicated that sometimes the children 

of some of the migrant workers serve as interpreters. In addition to Lazy Acres, the team also 

visited the Pine Cone mobile home park located off of Highway 17. It is located on a dirt road 

that is lined with beige trailers that all look the same. We learned from a resident there that 10 or 

12 people live in each trailer. The team also observed a trailer park directly across the street 

from Bowling Green Elementary. The units were old and in poor condition. 
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Figure 14. Lazy Acres RV Park, May 9, 2012. 

 
 

Figure 15. Thousand Trails campground, May 9, 

2012.  

 

Figure 16. Lazy Acres migrant mobile home park, 

May 9, 2012. 

 
 

Figure 17. Pine Cone mobile home park, May 9, 

2012. 
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Category – Museums and cultural resources/activities/events 

 Friday Night Live. The research team attended Friday Night Live on May 18, 2012. The 

event is hosted once a month by the Chamber of Commerce. The theme for this 

particular Friday Night Live was “Fiesta Friday.” There were food stands containing 

watermelon sticks, corn on the cob covered with a zesty lemon pepper seasoning, 

parmesan cheese and butter, tacos, taco salads, funnel cakes, and other Latin dishes. A 

small band was on stage playing traditional Mexican music. There was also a 5K race 

that was going on downtown and participants reached the finish line around 7pm. There 

was a diverse crowd of roughly 300 people. A large inflatable play area was set up for 

kids. The team sat next to a middle-aged Mexican American couple from Zolfo Springs 

who said that it was the first time they had attended Friday Night Live. They appeared to 

enjoy the festivities and food.  

 

 Cracker Trail Museum and Pioneer Village. The team visited the Cracker Trail 

Museum and Pioneer Village and spoke briefly with the new curator Marlene Hyde, 

whose sister was the previous curator. Marlene is very friendly and engaging. The 

Cracker Trial Museum has an interesting collection of items reflecting the rich history of 

the county including pride in the confederacy. There are limited representations of the 

racial/ethnic diversity and history of the county in the museum displays presented. A 

long-term local resident noted that the annual Pioneer Days event that has been going 

on for about 50 years and held in March could probably attract more visitors by 

expanding upon the current flea market environment and upgrading its activities.  

 

 The Story of Noah (formerly the “Story of Jesus.”) This is a church production held in 

the Wauchula Cattleman’s Arena in March and April. We learned from several residents 

that it draws a large crowd including folks from out of town. It is hosted by Power and 

Light Productions and has its own website. According to a brochure for the event, it 

features a cast of 200 people and 100 live animals.  

 

 Wildlife Refuge. Three local residents mentioned the live animal refuge or “zoo” - 

ostriches, a panther and a bear - in Pioneer Park as being a popular place to visit. We 

were surprised to learn about the “zoo” and live animals because when we visited the 

Cracker Trail Museum we did not see it advertised nor was it mentioned by the curator. 

One of the residents we spoke with said that refuge looks great and has a nice 

boardwalk and it should be advertised more. We learned that that the ostriches are really 

friendly and very popular. 

 

 Reenactment of a battle with the Seminole Indians. The team learned about this 

event during on one of our visits to Paynes Creek Historic State Park. It is held in the 

park. Children participate in the reenactment. Again there seems to be limited 

advertisement of this activity. 
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 Hardee Players. One interview participant mentioned this local theater group that puts 

on two plays per year at the auditorium.  

 

 Solomon’s Castle. At an intersection in Ona, the research team observed a sign 

advertising Solomon’s Castle. The sign indicated it was 8 miles away. Even though the 

sign advertising a “castle” piqued the team’s curiosity, the researchers were not able to 

visit the location due to time limitations. The website for Solomon’s Castle states that it is 

a gallery of artist and sculptor Howard Solomon who creates art out of discarded 

materials. The location has lodging, a restaurant, gardens, and a nature walk along a 

creek.  

 

Figure 18. Food tent at Friday Night Live, 

May 18, 2012. 

 
 

Figure 19. Friday Night Live, May 18, 2012. 

 

Figure 20. Friday Night Live, May 18, 2012. 

 

 
 

Figure 21. Solomon’s Castle, June 3, 2012. 
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Category – Signs/signage 

The research team observed a variety of signs and signage in Hardee County. These signs tell 

multiple stories about people living in Hardee County indicating what is important—especially to 

the target audience these posted signs seek to reach.  

 

Within the Hispanic and Haitian communities signs seem to serve as community bulletin boards 

to advertise job opportunities, license/ID info, entertainment, physicians’ offices, after-school 

care, international money express services, etc. Major restaurant chains such as McDonalds 

advertise in Spanish on billboard signs on Hwy 17. Some small taco stands and stores however 

do not have signs displayed. Others have informal and hand printed/handmade signs displayed 

along the street near particular establishments. 

 

Figure 22. Flyers posted outside Hispanic market, 

May 9, 2012.  

 
 

Figure 23. Billboard on HW 17, June 3, 2012 

 
 

Figure 24. Flyer posted outside Hispanic market, May 

18, 2012.  

 
 

Figure 25. Taco stand sign on HW 17, May 18, 2012 
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Category – Neighborhoods/residential areas  

There was limited discussion of subdivisions with specific or formal names. However informally 

in many cases long-term residents had names or descriptions of specific communities, which 

everyone consistently recognized. There seemed to be distinct names and ways of 

saying/referring to specific places. These are some of the ways people refer to places and 

communities in Hardee: 

 

 “Uptown” - Briarwood 

 “Yankeetown” - Place in Wauchula with streets named after northern states 

 “Fairly newer neighborhood” - Joel Davis 

 “Some parts considered uptown now” – Knollwood 

 “Older subdivision” – (Railyay – spelling?) 

 Used to be “the neighborhood” – Riverview 

 “Tin Tops” - “not uptown” (back behind Chapmans, between the highway and the railroad  

 tracks) 

 Wauchula Hills (migrant community between Wauchula and Bowling Green on Hwy 17) 

 Golf View – Zolfo Springs development 

 Las Palmas – 50% Hispanic, 50% Haitian 

 Valencia Gardens – Hispanic Apartment 

 “Hispanic Apartments” on W. Main Street & near Florida Avenue 

 “the Quarters” Wauchula – “where the slaves were kept”(now known as the Black 

community 

 “the Quarters” Bowling Green – “where the slaves were kept”(west of the railroad tracks) 

 

There seems to be a significant gap in housing standards, quality, and public upkeep of roads in 

primarily migrant communities and low income communities near Will Duke Road compared to 

some of the many other housing options and residential communities throughout Hardee. In 

some cases it looks as though some of the more blighted neighborhoods have not been 

restored since the last hurricane.  
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Figure 26. “Hispanic Apartments” on W. Main Street 

& near Florida Ave., June 3, 2012. 

 
 

Figure 27. House off of Will Duke Road, May 18, 

2012. 

 

Figure 29. House off of Will Duke Road, 

May 18, 2012. 

 
 

Figure 30. House off of Will Duke Road, May 18, 

2012. 

 
 

Figure 28. House off of Will Duke Road, May 18, 2012. 
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Category – Language communities (bi- and multi-language speaking residents) 

Hardee County seems to be home to a variety of multi-language speaking residents. We 

observed several language communities and others were mentioned in interviews. These 

language communities included: Spanish, Haitian Creole, Canadian/French (i.e., snowbirds in 

RV parks) and Hmong (Asian). 

There seems to be limited distinction made by some locals between long-term Spanish 

speaking citizens with multi-generational roots in Hardee County and short-term/newly arrived 

Spanish-speaking migrants. Residents who are racial profiled as Latino and who are fluent in 

Spanish are often collapsed into one group regardless of class, laboring status/occupation, 

residency history, and education. As such the signifier of: migrants = Latino = Spanish speakers 

= “brings down the community”, is often expressed during interviews. 

 

Several long-term residents noted that migrant workers are targeted and discriminated against 

in the community. Comments such as the following were shared: 

 If it ain’t right, it ain’t right, I don’t care who does it 

 You can pass through but not stay 

 Economically deprived 

 Any kind of intimidation to keep you from standing up for what’s right 

 Certain communities are taken out of main stream 

 Main newspaper gone – only have county newspaper that comes out once a week which is 

“only going to report what it needs to report in order to stay in business” 

 “When you are taken out of the mainstream there are no other eyes outside that see what is 

happening around here. A lot goes on” 

 Major problem with racial tolerance in the county 

Category – Leisure 

For example, Walmart was seen by all ages as not only a place to shop but to socialize. We 

also learned that many of the RV Parks offer activities such as canoe rentals, fossil exploration 

tours, bingo/potluck, golf, and bowling leagues. People shared the following list 

 Bowling Alley  

 Walmart - “if you haven’t seen anybody in weeks, just go to Walmart” 

 Canoes  

 Fishing 

 Fossiling 

 Bingo 

 Potluck 

 Hunting  

 Bird watching 

 Wildlife preserve 

 High school football games – “everyone in town goes to high school football games.” 

 Golf 

 Horseback riding (observed horse trailer at Pioneer restaurant) 
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 Paynes Creek Historic State Park (lots of trails, a museum, and picnic areas) 

 

During formal and informal interviews with Hardee residents, many people stated it is not 

unusual for Hardee residents who have the means to travel outside of Hardee County (i.e., 

Sebring, Lakeland) for shopping and entertainment (e.g., movie theatre, restaurants, water 

sports). After visiting Paynes Creek Historic Park it should be noted that it is an under-utilized 

resource/asset for leisure. There is no longer an outfit that rents/provides watercraft such as 

canoes or kayaks for visitors at the Payne Creek site. People who use the creek bring their own 

watercraft. The park seems to be a great place for leisure activities for families living in Hardee 

and elsewhere.  

 
Figure 31. Paynes Creek Historic State Park. June 

14, 2012 

 
 

Figure 32. Paynes Creek Historic State Park walking 

trail. June 14, 2012 

 

Figure 33. High School football stadium, June 3, 

2012. 

 
 

Figure 34. Horses with western saddles parked 

outside Pioneer Restaurant, June 3, 2012. 

 

Category – Civic Associations and Clubs 

 Rotary Club 

 Kiwanis Club 

o People interviewed stated that until recently women were not allowed and there 

is/was limited ethnic/racial diversity 

o Others indicated that it was made up of “important” people 
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REPORT 2: Ethnographic Assessment—Latino Community Focus  

Organized by categories 

This ethnographic assessment and inventory of cultural resources is based on 45 hours of field 

research. This includes three formal interviews with selected members of the community, and 

informal interviews and casual conversations with various people encountered in the 

community. 

 

Data collected from the rapid ethnographic assessment of Hardee County Latino communities 

has been organized into the following categories: a) Latino diversity, b) Churches, c) 

Schools/education, d) Food/eating establishments, e) RV Parks/Migrant Parks, f) Laundry 

facilities, g) Cultural events, h) Leisure activities, i) Neighborhoods/residential areas as noted in 

interviews and driving by; j) Language communities: i.e., Spanish language community/Haitian 

language community. 

Category – Latino Diversity 

The ethnographic assessment found significant national, economic, generational, and 

citizenship status diversity in Hardee’s Latino community.  

 

I. Nationality. Every individual with whom we spoke said Mexicans and people of Mexican 

descent represent the vast majority of the Latino population. Guatemalans, Salvadorans, 

Hondurans, Nicaraguans, and Dominicans make up smaller percentages.  

 

II. Economic. All participants had family ties to farming. The team discovered most Latino 

families move to Hardee to work in the agricultural fields. After time, they become crew leaders 

and enter positions with higher prestige and better incomes. Migrant workers within the Latino 

community are relatively poor and live in insecure living situations. Other Latinos, especially 

those from families with long roots in the community, have found work in sectors outside of 

farming. For example, some are doctors, pastors, police officers, miners and teachers.  

 

III. Generational. Some families came to Hardee in the 1950s to work in the agriculture fields 

and settled there permanently. Families originally settle in Hardee because of the long growing 

season, the warm climate, and to provide a stable living environment for their children. The 

team spoke with families that have lived in Hardee for 5 generations. Younger generations of 

these families have found work in various sectors and attribute intergenerational economic 

improvement to language, education, and stronger roots in the community.  

 

The team was not able to speak with migrant workers or individuals that moved to Hardee less 

than 10 years ago. However, people interviewed commented on this segment of the community 

and said there was little interaction with recent migrants/migrant workers unless they worked in 

the farming industry. The team was also told that migrant field workers were mostly single men 

although a portion of these workers lived with their families. This was said to result from 

strenuous labor demands/activities, in which migrant workers mostly travelled between the fields 

and home with little time.  
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IV. Citizenship. All but one participant in this study was an American citizen. Citizenship or legal 

status impacts all Latinos in Hardee because it is a theme repeated in discriminatory remarks 

about Mexicans, migrant workers, and Latinos in general. Mexican American participants 

revealed their frustration about groups of locals who are unkind to Latinos or act as if Latinos 

have invaded the area. Opinions varied on the issue. On one hand, there were people who 

thought Hardee was relatively easy on immigration enforcement compared to some surrounding 

counties. On the other hand, we spoke to individuals who gave specific examples of police 

officers who pulled over Hispanic immigrants they suspected were undocumented. Individuals 

with ties to undocumented migrant workers said the legal changes in Alabama and South 

Carolina caused deportation anxiety in that community so some chose to return to their native 

countries. The team also learned that more undocumented migrant workers were staying in 

Florida because they did not want to risk being pulled over without papers in other states with 

harsher immigration enforcement. 

Category – Churches  

I. Churches offering Spanish language services. Community members noted that some 

churches offer services in English, Spanish, and Haitian Creole. This was confirmed by 

observations made by the research team. One Catholic Church, St. Michael’s, stood out to 

several citizens as a popular multi-lingual church. 

 

II. Latino community members attend a wide range of churches. Spanish speaking informants 

said Latino residents attend several churches including Catholic, Methodist, Baptist, Jehovah’s 

Witness, Evangelist, and Apostolic Pentecostal Christian.  

 

III. Mobile Christian services are available. The prevalence of this service across the county was 

not determined but we learned Christian preachers visit at least one migrant park.  

Category - Schools  

I. Latino residents attend public schools in Bowling Green, Wauchula, and Zolfo Springs. The 

ethnographic team determined Latinos, like members of other ethnic/racial groups in Hardee, 

attend local public schools. The team did not speak with individuals who had family members 

educated in private/alternative schools. One family said that quality of education was a major 

factor for leaving Hardee. The couple moved to a larger city in central Florida for better public 

education opportunities for their children. 

 

II. Migrant children are educated in public schools. Middle-aged Mexican American residents 

with whom we spoke who were migrant laborers as children said they remember some 

discrimination in Hardee schools. One woman recalled bullying by her school peers and she 

also felt discriminated against by the parents of her childhood friends. Investigators were told 

migrant children are placed in special education classrooms at greater proportions than other 

students. There is a tendency for people to use the description/term migrant worker as a label 

that includes all Latino residents.  
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Category – Food/eating establishments  

Several Latino food and eating establishments were visited during the field research period. 

Many of these establishments are located off of US Highway 17 and are easily visible to and 

accessed by patrons. Other establishments are in lower traffic areas, for instance, on side 

streets in Zolfo Springs. These eateries range from taquerias (small taco stands) to more 

expensive sit down restaurants. Kairos Mexican Grill, the most recent Mexican restaurant 

opened May. This restaurant is located on Main Street and their intended clientele seems to be 

middle class. 

 

Hispanic markets are also abundant in Hardee. These stores offer specialty Latin American 

goods as well as traditional North American items. Based on observation in 3 such markets, 

patrons are primarily of Latin American or Haitian descent. Aside from the preference for 

Latino/Haitian products, we were advised that Latinos and Haitians prefer these stores because 

they offer check cashing services not provided in the bigger, chain super markets. These stores 

also provide community members money transfer services, which is important for sending 

remittances to friends and family outside the United States.  

Category – RV/Migrant Parks  

Two migrant RV parks were visited during the project. One park, Lazy Acres, located at 405 

Finch Drive (Zolfo Springs), is a part of a “snowbird” RV park. The park owner said that this 

section of the park is accessed from another street. In this scenario the non-Latino population is 

segregated from the Latino/migrant worker population. There are roughly 40 trailers in the 

migrant section of the park. Most of these units were in poor condition. Clothes were hung out to 

dry in front of many residences and the property was littered with trash. When the team visited 

the site on a weekday morning we saw only a handful of people, which could mean that the 

units were not occupied or that the tenants were at work. The second mobile home park, Pine 

Cone Mobile Home Park, located at 2460 Pine Cone Park (Wauchula) was populated almost 

entirely by migrant workers. The team learned that in some cases 7 to 10 men lived in a trailer 

at the same time.  

Category – Laundry facilities  

Laundry facilities in town provide services to low-income citizens without access to laundry at 

their place of residence. During a casual conversation, the owner of one facility worried that 

their principle clientele, Latinos, could vanish depending on immigration policy. It is not clear 

whether the Latino patrons were documented or undocumented, but the owner was concerned 

Latino clients might be harassed on their way to the facility or leave the county because of 

immigration enforcement, which would affect business. The individual cited other reasons for 

the decrease in business over the past 10 years such as the collapse of the construction 

industry and an improved economy in Mexico. This is one example of how migrants or low-

income citizens contribute to local businesses.  
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Category – Cultural Events  

I. Friday Night Live Fiesta Friday. The team attended a community event one Friday afternoon 

that featured Latino culture. This event, Fiesta Friday, was held on May 18, 2012 in the central 

plaza in Wauchula. A live band played traditional Mexican music and tents positioned in front of 

the stage offered delicious Latin fare like corn with butter, cheese and lemon salt topping, tacos, 

burritos, taco salads, cups of watermelon strips, and frozen pineapple shavings. The event 

brought together a diverse crowd of roughly one hundred residents of Bowling Green, Wauchula 

and Zolfo Springs. One older Mexican American couple from Zolfo Springs said it was the first 

time they had attended Friday Night Live. The couple seemed pleased with the occasion and 

especially enjoyed the cuisine.  

 

II. Quinceaneras. Similar to the “Sweet sixteen” celebration, young Latina girls celebrate their 

quinceañera when they turn 15. The quinceañera typically begins at church and the celebration 

continues at the home or other reception areas afterwards. This is an important celebration in 

Latin American and Latino culture because it signifies the transition from childhood to 

womanhood. Families can spend large amounts of money on gowns, food, and decorations. 

The quince is one of the strongest traditions for Latino families. 

Category - Leisure Activities  

Most interview participants said Hardee County was a low-key place to live. In their opinions, 

since there are few recreational activities in town, people create fun. We were told that most 

Latino families organize leisure activities in their homes. For instance, people host parties or 

dinners with friends and family on the weekends. Food is a staple at these events. People 

laughed as they said guests could eat 10-15 different dishes over the course of several hours. 

They believed this was also the case with non-Latino families in Hardee.  

 

I. Biking. Residents recall riding bikes all over the county. Baby boomers reminisced about how 

their parents let them ride bikes from sunrise to sundown without worrying about their safety. 

Parents today have slightly more anxiety about adolescent safety but still consider Hardee a 

safe place to live. For many, biking is a popular activity.  

 

II. Walmart. A few interviewees said Walmart has become a popular hangout spot for 

adolescents and young adults. This is not restricted to Latinos but people said it is a place 

where friends can meet up and stroll the aisles, much like a shopping mall.  

 

III. Bowling. Community members said bowling is a popular recreational activity. Children and 

adults enjoy bowling at the bowling alley in Wauchula on the weekends and during summer. 

 

IV. Nightclubs. Two people mentioned Cielito Lindo, the nightclub between Zolfo Springs and 

Wauchula, is an entertainment source for some Latinos. These interviewees said the crowd is 

mostly young single males. They noted that many migrant workers could not afford to entertain 

themselves at this or other nightclubs. Low-income migrant workers stay at home. This is 

particularly true for migrant families with young children in the household. Other Latinos said 

they drive to larger towns like Lakeland, Orlando and Tampa for the nightlife.  
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Category – Neighborhoods 

The majority of participants consulted for this study indicated that they grew up or spent most of 

their lives in Hardee. These individuals reported they were well integrated in Hardee and said it 

was difficult to identify specifically Spanish speaking or Latino neighborhoods. However, the 

team found that Las Palmas, the housing development created for farmworker families, is one 

such neighborhood. Locals identified Valencia Gardens and the apartment complex near Florida 

and Main Street as Hispanic-populated apartments. Migrant parks such as the ones mentioned 

earlier other predominantly Latino communities. In addition, all but one study participant lived in 

Zolfo Springs, which could suggest that Zolfo Springs has a higher population of Hispanics. 

More data is needed to confirm this observation.  

Category J - Language Groups 

Latinos in Hardee speak Spanish and/or English. The amount that English or Spanish are 

spoken depends on the number of years lived in the United States, whether Spanish is spoken 

in the home, and whether it is important for families to retain Spanish language ability. In some 

cases it is common for Latino families to switch between Spanish and English during everyday 

conversation. Participants also said they communicate with elders in Spanish to show respect.  

 

Those who interact with Haitians have learned some Haitian Creole. For example, a woman 

reported that her 7-year-old Mexican American child, who was born in Hardee, learned some 

Haitian Creole words/phrases from his friends at school or in their multi-ethnic apartment 

complex. She said that she also learned a few Creole phrases from interacting with Haitian 

customers at the Latino market where she works.  
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Appendices 

Appendix 1: Maps 
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Appendix 2: Photo Inventory 

Figure 1. May 18, 2012. Friday Night Live – theme 

“Fiesta Friday.” 

   

Figure 3. May 18, 2012. Friday Night Live band. 

 

Figure 5. May 18, 2012. Lazy Acres migrant park 

entrance.  

 

Figure 7. Pine Cone Mobile Home Park, May 18, 

2012. 

Figure 2. May 18, 2012. Friday Night Live street view. 

 

Figure 4. May 18, 2012. Lazy Acres migrant park.  

  

Figure 6. Pine Cone Mobile Home Park, May 18, 

2012. 

  

Figure 8. Pine Cone Mobile Home Park, May 18, 

2012.  
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Figure 9. May 18, 2012. House off of Will Duke Road. 

 

  

Figure 11. May 18, 2012. House off of Will Duke 

Road. 

 

Figure 13. May 18, 2012. House off of Will Duke 

Road. 

 

Figure 15. June 3, 2012. Hardee Junior High and 

Hilltop Elementary School. 

 

Figure 10. May 18, 2012. House off of Will Duke 

Road. 

 

Figure 12. May 18, 2012. House off of Will Duke 

Road. 

 

Figure 14. June 3, 2012. Hardee Junior High and 

Hilltop Elementary School. 

 

Figure 16. June 3, 2012. Zolfo Springs Elementary 

School. 
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Figure 17. June 3, 2012. Hardee High School. 

 

  

Figure 19. June 3, 2012. Wauchula Elementary 

School. 

 

Figure 21. June 3, 2012. Wauchula Elementary 

School. 

 

Figure 23. June 3, 2012. Bowling Green Elementary 

School. 

 

Figure 18. June 3, 2012. Hardee High School 

Stadium. 

 

Figure 20. June 3, 2012. Wauchula Elementary 

School. 

 

Figure 22. June 3, 2012. Bowling Green Elementary 

School. 

 

Figure 24. June 3, 2012. Community across from 

Bowling Green Elementary School. 
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Figure 25. May 18, 2012. Lazy Acres RV Park. 

 

Figure 27. May 18, 2012. Thousand Trails RV Park 

on Peace River.  

 

Figure 29. May 18, 2012. Pueblo Market (located 

near the Chamber of Commerce) 

 

Figure 31. Taco Stand on corner of Hwy 17 & Jones 

St. April 24, 2012 

 

Figure 26. May 18, 2012. Lazy Acres RV Park. 

 

Figure 28. May 18, 2012. Crystal Lake Village 

 

 

Figure 30. May 18, 2012. Tacos Isabel. 

 

 

Figure 32. Paynes Creek Historic State Park. June 

14, 2012 
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Figure 33. Paynes Creek Historic State Park. June 

14, 2012. Walking trail.  

 

Figure 35. New Mt. Zion A.M.E. Church. May 15, 

2012.  

 

Figure 37. First Baptist Church. May 18, 2012.  

Figure 34. Paynes Creek Historic State Park. June 

14, 2012. Fort Chokonikla.  

 

Figure 36. New Mt. Zion A.M.E. Church. May 15, 

2012.  

 

Figure 38. St. Michael’s Church. May 18, 2012.  
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Appendix 3: Interview transcripts 

Intergenerational Interview 

1) Please state your name and date of birth. 
Jennifer Nichols, 1977 

Penny Roberts, 1948 

Matthew Roberts, 1949 (Penny’s husband) [also grew up in Hardee, joined us for the first 

part of the interview]. 

 

2) Grand Question: How would you describe your family? If you wanted someone to 
know one thing or one main thing about your family what would that be?  
 Very supportive, close, supportive, if there’s a problem the whole family is there, even 

extended family is there. Example Mother’s Day – extended family, 2nd, 3rd cousins, 3rd 

generation, 40-50 people. Easter same thing. 

 

3) Does your family maintain/record family history such as a family tree? 
Penny has Family tree and parts of diary. On the Campbell side, given a land grant from 

King in England and in Pennsylvania. That’s how our original family came over – England & 

France – the names were Sterling and a French name. We’ve traced back as far as the 

other Boleyn (she was one of the relatives). Penny offered to mail us the family tree and 

diary. Penny’s father was the youngest of 9 children (7 lived). They started in Lake City, FL 

(his grand daddy). Her father was born in 1919. Her aunt Bess (oldest sister of Penny’s 

father), Aunt Jamie and her father moved sometime in the late 1920’s early 1930’s (when 

her father was a teenager). 

 

4)  Where is the original family homestead located? Did the original family members 
settle in multiple locations? Is the original Homestead(s) still standing or in use? Do 
you have pictures or can we drive by and take pictures?  
Aunt Bess’s House. House is still there. Family no longer owns it.  

 

5) Do you have family members that at one point lived in Hardee but no longer live here? 
Where do they live? 
Penny has a daughter that lives in a county in north central Florida with her husband. 

Everyone else (immediate family) lives in Hardee including her grandmother. 

 

6) Do you have family reunions? Please describe a typical reunion. When/where did the 
first reunion take place?  
The whole Campbell family reunion takes place in a central Florida county. Penny says the 

reunions were taking place before she was born (she is 64 years old). So for about 65-70 

years at least. Grandfather remarried and lived in a town in central Florida. The reunion 

centers around Penny’s grandfather’s birthday. The reunion takes place on whatever 

Sunday is closest to his birthday. Originally, 100 or more people attended. Now not quite as 
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many. Everyone brings a covered dish. Takes place at a public park on a lake with 

playgrounds. Everyone walks around the lake after lunch. 

 

7) What is the family business/type of work? What is your family known for in Hardee 
County and why? 
Penny said, “Known for honesty.” Penny shared that when her father died, a church member 

said “he was the most honest man I’ve ever met, a man of his word.” Penny said that her 

family was poor, but she remembers her daddy saying that “you may never have any 

money, but you have one thing that if you lose it you don’t have anything, and that’s your 

word. If you tell someone you’re gonna do something than do it, or have a really good 

reason why you can’t and then you tell them why you can’t.” 

 

Jennifer said her grandfather (Penny’s dad) drove semi-trucks and then moved into a 

management position and became vice-president of a fruit company. They still have his 

picture at the company. After Penny’s father passed away, the owner of the company told 

her family that her father was the most honest man he’d ever met. Penny said, “We were 

raised to be honest and expected to work, not to have someone hand it to us.” 

 

No specific family business. Penny not sure what grandfather did, may have worked for 

railroad. She said Uncle Bobby worked for the railroad and state road department. There 

was never farming or a business the family did together. Penny said, “It was just the roots 

and the blood, as my Aunt Bess said, that held us all together.” 

 

8)  What schools did you attend in Hardee? What schools do your children attend? 

[Other than public schools, what are types of schools are available to 

students/children in Hardee? Are these private and/or religious or military schools] 

Both Penny and Jennifer attended Wauchula Elementary, Hardee Junior High, Hardee High 

School.  Jennifer commented, “The only ones there were. You only had one choice.” 

 

Jennifer’s children are in day care. Jennifer’s brother’s kids go to a local public elementary  

school. Jennifer said that now there are other schools. Penny: “Well there’s North Wauchula 

now, Wauchula Elementary, Zolfo Elementary, and Bowling Green Elementary.” Jennifer 

said, “They’ve always had Bowling Green Elementary, Wauchula Elementary, Zolfo 

Elementary as far as elementary schools.  And now, they’ve got Hilltop Elementary and 

North Wauchula. As far as Junior High and High School, there’s only one of each for the 

whole county.” 

 

9) Do you belong to a particular Church? If so, which Church? Do other members of 
your family go to this Church? 
Penny’s family belongs to a Baptist church.  
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Jennifer’s family belongs to a different Baptist church. She said, “My dad strayed as a child 

(laughs).” Jennifer’s dad, her mom and her brother’s family all go to the same Baptist 

church. 

 

10)  Do you speak more than one language? If so, which language? 
Penny: “Pong” – not like pig Latin but something that when she was a teenager, she and her 

friends made up this language. When they wanted to talk in school and they didn’t want 

people to know what they were saying they talked in Pong. Jennifer never learned Pong. 

 

Are you aware of other languages spoken in in Hardee? Which ones have you heard 

spoken?  

Both Penny & Jennifer said Spanish, Haitian.  

Jennifer said there is a small Asian population of Hmong/Mong students that attend the high 

school. 

 

11) What leisure/recreational activities do you participate in Hardee? And where do you 

go for recreation/leisure outside of Hardee? 

In Hardee: Football games on Friday nights. Matthew (Penny’s husband) is a diehard 

Hardee county football fan. Jennifer said that when she was growing up, Matthew was one 

of the first ones there at the top of the stadium. Jennifer said that her Uncle William and 

Matthew have been longtime supporters and integrally involved with Hardee County high 

school football. Penny said that their oldest grandchild now plays football. Penny said that is 

why his momma started teaching here in Hardee instead of another town because 

granddaddy couldn’t handle having his grandson play for a team outside of Hardee County. 

 

For leisure/recreational activities outside of Hardee: 

Penny said, “We go out to eat. Usually, we go to Sebring, FL. Once in a while to eat and go 

to the movies.” 

 

12) Do you remain in Hardee during the summer months? If not, please describe what 

you do/where you go? How often and/or how long to you go and why? 

Penny: We go to Bradenton beach in the summer. 

Jennifer: They go to North Carolina. 

Penny: Yes, when y’all were small we went to the mountains in North Carolina. 

Jennifer: They have a house that my grandparents built. And when my grandfather passed 

away now my grandmother and the kids own it.  

Penny: We used to go twice a year (summer & winter), the whole family. Now there’s so 

many of us there’s not enough room for us all to stay. So, we generally go the week after 

Christmas.  
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13) Is there something else you want to share with me about your family history? 

Penny: Trying to think. There’s nothing great about us. We’re just a family, you know. 

Jennifer: We used to, before Aunt Bess died, every day of the week, she cooked lunch. 

Different cousins had their different days that they went. I mean if one of us wanted to 

randomly show up on a Wednesday, I could, because I know she’d cook. There were set 

groups for certain days. Jennifer’s family group (her mom & dad & kids, & other kin, cousins) 

was Saturdays. Wednesdays was Penny’s family. Bess cooked every day in her little house 

with no air condition and no sink inside. For the longest time, she did not have air condition 

inside her house. Penny and Jennifer said family could go any day of the week to eat at 

Aunt Bess’s but the family decided it was too much for all of them to go every day. There 

was always fried chicken, sometimes spaghetti, lima beans, corn bread, biscuits… always 

her biscuits. Penny has Bess’s biscuit pan. Penny said that Jennifer’s dad can do Bess’s 

biscuits – she doesn’t know how, but he figured it out. Penny said she watcher Bess make 

them but James (Jennifer’s dad) can truly make them. (more details about recipe….) 

 

Matthew came back and showed us a picture of Bess’s Cracker House (now rented out). 

When Bess was 80 her dream had always been to live in a new house before she died. 

After her husband Bill died, she was afraid to stay there at night. Aunt Bess never had kids. 

Her nieces and nephews were her kids and their kids were her grandkids. Penny and James 

were afraid for Bess to be there alone so Penny and James (James is Penny’s brother and 

Jennifer’s father) bought Bess’s house and then turned around and sold it so she could get 

into a low income apt for seniors. Jennifer said that Bess had a massive stroke while she 

was cooking at the new place. They moved her to Avon Hospital (used to be Walker 

Memorial) and she died soon after. One major hospital now.  Started as Hardee Memorial 

and now it’s a branch off of Florida Hospital. 

 

Penny said that she used to take naps at Bess’s house. Bess used to read Bible stories 

every afternoon before they went to sleep – their favorite was “that story about those bones 

that got up and walked” (the valley of dry bones). That was the kids’ favorite ghost story. 

Bess would say, it is not a ghost story. 

 

Figure 1. Photo of Aunt Bess’s House. Photo 

taken on May 18, 2012 
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Spanish Speaking Intergenerational Interview, MJM 

1) Please state your name and date of birth. 
Freddy Rosaldo. Born May 20, 1961. 

 

2) How would you describe your family? If you wanted someone to know one thing or 

one main thing about your family what would that be?  

I have a very large family. My mother had 10 children so that is an important part of who we 

are. What stands out in my family also is the importance of education. I have to tell you that 

my grandparents were sharecroppers in Arkansas and they came here to get away from the 

cold winters and to work on the farms here in Florida. We are a respectable family and have 

brought honor to our name by educating ourselves and moving forward in our careers. 

 

3) Does your family maintain/record family history such as a family tree? 

We are just now starting to. My grandmother is the knowledgeable one in the family who has 

all that information. For instance, there are people on my mother’s side who are from Spain. 

 How long has your family lived in Hardee County? My grandparents came to 
Hardee in 1957 

 How many generations? There are 5 generations, starting with my grandparents. 

 Approx. when/what year did your family arrive in Hardee County? My 
grandparents got here in 1957 and my mother came in 1963. 

 Where did the original family member(s) come from? Why did they choose 
Hardee County? My grandparents were living as sharecroppers in Arkansas. They 
moved between Texas and Arkansas. They were braceros who lived on the 
Mexico/Texas border. As I said earlier, they came to Hardee because they heard it 
was warm here and the growing season was longer. 
 

**Note: if there are no formal family tree or history records available, please ask the person 

you interview to state the name and date of birth of their parents and to state the name and 

date of birth of their siblings (both their parent’s siblings and their own siblings); Do this same 

type of question if they can go back beyond their parents to their grandparents and great 

grandparents. At the conclusion of the interview you should be able to make a mini kinship 

chart or family tree for the person being interview (or each person in the group) that includes 

their parents/grandparents and siblings. Make sure to inquire about paternal and maternal 

side including mother’s maiden name or wife’s maiden name. 

 

4) Where is the original family homestead located? Did the original family members settle 
in multiple locations? Is the original Homestead(s) still standing or in use? Do you 
have pictures or can we drive by and take pictures? 
The original family homestead is in Zolfo. All of my family settled in Zolfo. That is where my 

mother went when she came here with my siblings and I. It is still in the family. When my 

mother died, the home went to my brothers but they were not well behaved and they sold it to 

my sisters, who are more responsible. It is still there in Zolfo. My brothers renovated the 

home.  
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My home is near Zolfo. It’s right across the street. I built it myself because I am a carpenter 

too. Lots of people ask me how my house is so nice and I tell them it’s because I take care of 

it and don’t let it get run down like you see the other houses in Zolfo. People don’t take care 

of their things. 

 

5) Do you have family members that at one point lived in Hardee but no longer live here? 
Where do they live? 
Sure. I have a brother that lives in St. Pete. 

 

The problem with Hispanic families is that they don’t leave Hardee as much. I don’t know 

where you grew up but in small towns like this, you have to leave or get out to be 

successful. You have to explore other opportunities and get educated elsewhere. You have 

to leave to achieve. 

 

6) Do you have family reunions? Please describe a typical reunion. When/where did the 
first reunion take place?  
I guess we are just starting to. It is complicated because there are rifts in the family. For 

example, my mother is one of 3 children and when my grandfather remarried when he was 

in his late 40s, he married my grandmother who was a teenager. She had 12 children. So 

there is kind of a divide between the older siblings and the younger siblings. Plus, my 

grandmother is very religious and conservative. She was set in her ways and wouldn’t allow 

nonsense from anyone. We do have reunions though, but some people don’t come. I have 

to tell the ones that don’t go that they need to move past the problems and mend the 

tension. The reunions would be out in Ruskin. 

     

7) What is the family business/type of work? Or, what is your family known for in Hardee 
County and why?  
Well my grandparents were farmers and my mom was a farm worker but now we all do 

everything. I have many businesses myself because I was motivated and dedicated enough 

to advance myself. My family is known for their professionalism and character though. My 

older siblings and myself were never really in trouble because we saw how hard my mom 

worked. We didn’t want to cause her more headaches. But the younger generations didn’t 

grow up like that. They don’t have the same principles. My brothers were in trouble with the 

law a lot, for example, but I could make some calls and help them out because of my good 

reputation. There is something with the age difference these days. The younger they are, 

the less they respect their elders. It is really unfortunate. 

       

Are there other people besides family employed in the primarily family business?   

Well, there isn’t a family business. We all do different things. My grandparents were 

sharecroppers and they became farmers, crew leaders here. 
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How do you go about selecting/hiring workers? Where do those workers live? Are 

the people who work for the family originally from Hardee County? If not, 

generally where does the primary labor force come from? 

 N/A 

 

8) What schools did you attend in Hardee? What schools do your children attend? 
[Other than public schools, what are types of schools are available to 
students/children in Hardee? Are these private and/or religious or military schools? 
I went to Zolfo Elementary, Hardee Middle and Hardee High. That’s where most people go. 

My daughters go to school in Lakeland. That’s where my wife moved when we divorced. My 

brother and two sisters are teachers here in Hardee. That is how I hear about what goes on 

in the schools. *** Migrant children are educated in special education classrooms. *** Zolfo 

Springs is 90% migrant or farmworker children. 

 

9) Do you belong to a particular Church? If so, which Church? Do other members of 
your family go to this Church? 
I go to a church based out of Jacksonville called Celebration. I grew up Methodist though 

and was baptized later in life. Other members of my family are Catholic. There are 200-300 

members in my family though so they represent other religions too. You’ll laugh when I tell 

you that there are 3 preachers in my family!  

 

10)  Do you speak more than one language? If so, which language? Are you aware of 
other languages spoken in in Hardee? Which ones have you heard spoken? 
I speak Spanish and English. When I was growing up, we went to a Spanish speaking 

church service but eventually I had to switch because I couldn’t really understand some of 

the things the preacher was talking about. Or I could understand English services better. But 

sometimes I talk to my Mexican American friends in Spanish and I have to say some words 

in English because they won’t know them. During our conversation, Freddy answered 2 

phone calls in Spanish. One with his Aunt and one with a friend who was selling his car. In 

both conversations, only a few sentences were in English.  

 

11)  What leisure/recreational activities do you participate in Hardee? And where do you 
go for recreation/leisure outside of Hardee? 
My first passion is music. That is part of the reason I go to the church I do because I like the 

music they play. I play music a few nights a week with my friends though. As I said earlier, 

I’m also a carpenter. I can pretty much build anything. Last night I had my daughters and 

they were asking about the beta fish. I wanted to go to a thrift store to buy a fish bowl that 

was divided so that the beta fish would be separated in the same bowl and not fight. My 

younger daughter asked me why I didn’t just make that. So you see, they have seen me 

make lots of things. I really do it all.  
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I volunteer a lot too. I’m a part of the Rotary Club. When I was on the Housing Authority I did 

a lot of things behind the scenes to help the community. Stuff I didn’t get paid for like 

advising people about policies and things like that. Along with my friends, I sometimes read 

to the children at Zolfo Elementary. Not just the Hispanic students but all of them. I don’t 

want to make that divide. I think many people think I should concentrate my efforts on the 

Hispanic population but I can’t. …??? Like when I was on the housing authority, I would go 

and tell them that they were eligible for certain things but they had to go to the proper people 

to qualify. … At first, when I was trying to enter into the [business/political or elite 

community] there were a lot of closed doors. That didn’t stop me. I just figured out ways to 

go around those doors. At first I thought that the people inside were discriminating against 

me because I am Mexican. But then I realized that it wasn’t that. They were just harming 

themselves because they were so closed off to outside people. So you can’t just 

immediately jump to the conclusion that it is the Mexican thing. Now that I am in that world 

they respect me. I hear comments every now and then about the Hispanic population but I 

don’t let them get to me.  

 

12)  Do you remain in Hardee during the summer months? If not, please describe what 
you do/where you go? How often and/or how long to you go and why? 
I work year round but I could go anywhere really…. Vegas, Costa Rica… in fact some of my 

buddies are organizing a trip to Costa Rica so I’ll probably do that. I’d also like to go to 

Machu Picchu.  

 

When the children were little we went to the mountains, to the beach, and to Disney, stuff 

like that. All of the “American Dream” places. I just work a lot. In fact it cost me my marriage. 

My wife told me I was a workaholic. I just love to work. I really enjoy all of the things that I 

do.  

 

13)  Is there something else you want to share with me about your family history? 
I think what people lack today is compassion. For instance, one of my white friends has a 

business where Mexicans work. I drive by and see that the Mexicans are always eating their 

lunch out in the hot sun. We have lunch together a lot so I asked my friend why he didn’t put 

a roof on the building and put some A.C. in there so the Mexicans don’t have to eat in the 

hot sun. He just said, “They’re OK.” So it is stuff like that. He has the resources but there 

isn’t the compassion.  

 

Also, I’m a registered Republican, but I think what Obama did recently with the immigration 

policy is really good. I especially liked his response to people asking him why. He said, 

“Because it’s the right thing to do.” I really like that. Last summer I was reading the 

biography of Thomas Jefferson, which talks about his position on immigration. I read it twice. 

He said something very similar to Obama along the lines of “it is the right thing.” That is what 

I mean about compassion. We need to act from compassion more often.  
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A lot of the things I do are behind the scenes. If people in the community here that 

something is wrong or that people are being mistreated they call me. I know how to get 

things done. Like a few years back when the police were stopping people who looked illegal. 

That was wrong. That happened about 6 or so years ago. That has since changed. Now, I 

am friends with the sheriff and I go out of my way to tell him thank you for not mistreating the 

illegal people. The Sheriff’s department deserves to hear when they are doing a good job 

not just when stuff is wrong. 

 

14) Where are the illegal or undocumented people here? I thought with the e-verify 

system that limits work opportunities. 

I honestly don’t know. I ask myself the same thing. I have friends who own farms. I have 

seen the thing on their phones that can check that stuff. There are other positions for them 

though like driving tractors or whatever. You can see them walking down the street 

sometimes. But I think they usually just go to work and home because they are afraid to 

come out. The ones with families especially just stay home. I think the younger single men 

will go to the nightclub near my house. The new arrivals don’t have money to entertain so 

they just stay home. 

 

15) Where does the Latino population shop? Where do you shop? I’ve seen several 

Hispanic markets around Hardee. Who goes to these locations? 

We go everywhere. Sweetbay, Winn Dixie, Walmart, everywhere. I think the new arrivals go 

to the Hispanic markets because they can cash their checks there at the same time. And 

they may have foods that they are used to eating. I’m not really sure. 

 

16) Do you or others you know shop places outside of Hardee? For instance, I have not 

noticed a mall around here. 

 Yes, there are malls in Brandon, Sebring, Lakeland and Winter Haven. Some people go    

there for things they cannot get here. 

 

17) One of the reasons I wanted to conduct this intergenerational interview is because 

your family has a relatively long history in Hardee. Based on our last conversation, I 

was impressed by the diversity in your family as far as types of employment and your 

various positions in the community here. In general, can you identify the various 

groups that make up the Spanish speaking community here and talk about the types 

of roles each play in Hardee? 

Yes, I think that my family is one of the exceptional stories here. As I keep telling you, it is 

because my mother always told us that we have to be educated and that has really helped 

us. We are well respected because we are good people.  

 

Mexicans are by far the majority here. I’d say Mexicans make up 80-85% of the Hispanic 

population. The rest are Salvadoran, Honduran, Nicaraguan and probably others like 
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Guatemalan and all that. Now you see that stores advertise in Spanish. Go to Walmart and 

you can see this. There are signs that are in English and Spanish. I think this is a really 

smart move. And as I read recently, Hispanics spend 34 cents of a dollar on entertainment. 

This means dance clubs and all types of stuff. What you’ll find sometimes is that there is a bit 

of a language barrier between certain groups. I own a small business now but before that I 

worked for an Anglo or white shop owner [he said he used Anglo because it wasn’t as 

offensive as white, although I’ve heard him say white on other occasions]. Well, I would have 

customers come in and I’d speak Spanish with them. The owner did not like that and said I 

had to stop because it was creating a barrier. Now that I own my store I can speak to people 

in Spanish and English, whatever they want. It is my place so I try to make everyone 

welcome. It is not just for rich people. It’s for everyone. And I have an employee there who is 

white/Anglo and it works fine. 

 

The way it works is that people will come here as migrants and just pass through. They 

follow the watermelons or whatever crops they work. Then, eventually they realize they need 

to do better for their children so they have to settle down in one spot. This is what happened 

with the older generations. They stayed in Hardee for their kids.  

 

18) Are there churches that cater to the Spanish speaking population here? If so, what 

denominations? 

Ok, well I grew up Methodist but now I go to a larger church. The services are in English. All 

types of people belong to the church so it is not just for Mexicans. There are Catholic 

Churches, Methodist Churches, Baptist, Apostolic, and Jehovah’s Witness. I read that in the 

1960s they built Hispanic churches and missions because the locals didn’t want them in their 

churches. Now there are a ton of Hispanic missions. You can see on Sundays that the 

churches are packed. They have multiple services because there are so many people.  
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Appendix 4: Formal Interview Results 

1) Do you live in Hardee County, and if so, for how long? 

a. Whole life, aside from time left for college 

b. 3rd generation 

c. 30 years 

d. 20 years 

 

2) When you think of Hardee County what is the first thing that comes to mind? 

a. Home 

b. Family 

c. Phosphate, oranges, agriculture 

d. A lot behind the scenes 

 

3) What is Hardee County most famous for? 

a. Baby Swap case 

b. Bone Valley- fossils 

c. Farming and agriculture, “the cucumber capital of the world” 

 

4)  How would you define eco-tourism? 

a. Natural assets 

b. Bone Valley 

c. Providing opportunities for visitors to experience Hardee county ecological 

resources, getting into parks and undisturbed areas 

 

5) How would you define agri-tourism? 

a. Natural assets 

b. Expose visitors to the inner-workings of agricultural systems. Maybe have a grove 

that will allow people to see how it works or a farm that allows you into their inner- 

workings. 

 

6) What is the most important aspect of economic development in Hardee County? 

a. Grants and funding 

b. Land incentives 

c. Incentives tied to phosphate 

d. Mosaic 

e. Community redevelopment agency 

f. Main Street 

g. Get rid of slum and blight 

h. Advertising – (i.e., the State Park for example) 

i. Special events (i.e., Pioneer Park day; live animals – ostriches, bear, panther) 

j. Do more for economically deprived areas in community 
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7) Is there another Florida county or city similar to Hardee that you believe has  

been successful with their economic development strategy? 

a. DeSoto 

b. 70 & 17 Highways 

c. DeSoto 

 

8) What is Hardee County’s greatest economic strength? It’s weakest element? 

a. Funding sources, grants 

b. Working community, everybody has woods in backyard, merchants like Walmart 

make the biggest money 

c. Weakness 

i. The community- non English speaking population 

ii. Community is apathetic and negative 

iii. Not enough nice family restaurants, need movie theatre, have to go to Lakeland 

or Sebring. 

iv. Major problem with racial tolerance – certain groups are targeted because of 

their ethnicity 

v. Where the funding is spent and where it’s not spent. It depends on who you are 

as to where the funding goes. 

 

9) What is the primary economic opportunity that Hardee County must not miss? 

a. Funding sources 

b. Invest in more resources and services in the schools for migrant children who are 

English language learners. 

 

10) Thinking back, what is the most notable economic success the County has 

experienced in your view? 

a. Downtown revitalization 

b. Industrial park 

c. Combining organizations and resources (Chamber, IDA, Mainstreet CRA) 

d. Broadband project 

e. Friday Night Live 

f. Business promotion 

g. Moving the shopping areas from the south side of town to the north end of town and 

offering more stores. 
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Appendix B: Tangible/Material Historical Cultural Resources Inventory 

(Report 3) 

This summary describes the cultural resource types/categories that are represented in Hardee 

County in the Florida Master Site File (FMSF).  

Florida Master Site File Data  

The FMSF started in the 1940s as an identification and inventory tool for archaeological sites. 

Since, the FMSF has become a statewide preservation-planning instrument for documenting 

and recording Florida’s cultural (prehistoric and historic) resources. The FMSF includes a paper 

document archive and computer database inventory of surveyed historic properties, 

archaeological sites and associated reports. The FMSF is maintained by the Bureau of Historic 

Preservation of the Division of Historical Resources, Florida Department of State in 

Tallahassee.  

 

Listed by county, over 170,000 individual resources are recorded throughout the state. Criteria 

for listing on the FMSF include two primary forms of information. The first is that a resource 

must be at least fifty years of age at the time of the recording. The Site File Supervisor has 

discretion to allow exceptions to this. Second, the appropriate recording must be completed 

according to the detailed specifications in the appropriate FMSF manual (Florida Division of 

Historical Resources 2003). Listing on the FMSF does not indicate historic or archaeological 

significance for the recorded resource or the eligibility for the National Register of Historic 

Places (NRHP).  

 

FMSF data are organized in six principle cultural resource categories:  

 Archaeological Sites  

 Historic Buildings and other Structures  

 Historic Cemeteries  

 Historic Bridges  

 Resource Groups (Historic and Archaeological Districts, Mixed Districts, Building 

Complexes, Landscapes, and Linear Resources)  

 NRHP Listed Properties and Historic Districts  

 

At this writing, the FMSF catalogs 989 FMSF listings in Hardee County. 

Resource Types/Categories  

Archaeological Sites  

One aspect that existing GIS data from the FMSF can be used for is to gain an understanding of 

the occupation dates and types of sites that are known for the county. It is understood that 

descriptive data from FMSF site forms contain varying entries with complete and sometime 

incomplete data. Often, the data can be inaccurate, particularly for sites that have been 

assessed from a basic level of survey and are without much further archaeological inquiry. In 
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many cases, forms that were completed prior to 1980 also lack in appropriate data fields that 

pertain to date ranges and types of sites. 

 

The summary below describes information from the FMSF database regarding time period(s) as 

is listed on the site file forms and extrapolated to the database format. No effort, in this 

summary, was made to change, refine or collect new information. No site forms were updated in 

this process. The data was queried relevant to the specific field listed above and explained thus 

below.  

 

Known FMSF Archaeological Sites by Time Period  

The FMSF contains records for 240 archaeological sites in Hardee County. The time periods, 

often defined by cultural and temporal ranges, represented at these sites (Paleoindian, Archaic, 

Transitional, Manasota--Weeden Island, Safety Harbor, and Unspecified Prehistoric, and 

Historic components) were drawn from the existing Site File data. At present, unspecified 

components account for 19 sites or roughly 9 percent of the cultural components in evidence at 

Hardee County sites listed in the FMSF. The remaining sites are classified into the cultural time 

periods referenced above.  

 

Historic Components 

Cultural components that consist of historic material comprise 47 sites or approximately 21 

percent of recorded Hardee County archaeological sites. Sites with historic components are 

commonly encountered in Hardee. Some of these are determined to be multi-component sites 

with prehistoric material also present. The historic components at many of the sites consist of 

material remains that represent American 19th and 20th century homesteads and farmsteads, 

turpentine camps, and other agricultural/industrial remains. The Paynes Creek Massacre Fort 

Chokonikla Site (8HR00023) is the only archaeological site listed on the National Register of 

Historic Places for Hardee County. This site is located within the Paynes Creek Historic State 

Park.  

 

Figure 1. Interpretative marker 

located at the site of Fort 

Chokonikla (8HR00023), within 

Paynes Creek Historic State Park. 

This site is the only historic and/or 

archaeological site listed on the 

National Register of Historic Places 

in Hardee County. 
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Prehistoric Components 

Cultural components that are characterized as prehistoric consist of material remains that 

represent habitation sites or areas that contain a density of artifacts related to prehistoric 

activities. The total number of prehistoric sites currently recorded in Hardee County is 174. 

Prehistoric archaeological sites are further separated into types based on what they contain. 

Middens are characterized by accumulations of shell and/or earth with artifacts representing 

habitation. Mounds can be made from more than one type of fill material, including sand, shell, 

or both. In many cases, mound constructions were used for burying the dead. Two sites are 

listed as prehistoric burials, although other sites are certainly known to contain them as well. 

The State Archaeologist should be contacted prior to any investigation of such locations. 

 

Cultural features that can be expected at these sites include refuse pits, posts and postmolds 

from structures, burials, and artifact caches. Midden sites, especially, preserve faunal and floral 

remains and may contain artifact concentrations related to activity areas or specific patterns of 

refuse disposal. These sites also have the potential to yield material suitable for radiocarbon 

dating. Artifacts typically encountered in these middens can include pottery sherds, and bone 

tools and ornaments. 

 

Artifact Scatter/Lithic Scatter 

Artifact Scatters are usually interpreted as possible campsites that, compared to middens, were 

utilized by a smaller number of people for a shorter period of time. Lithic Scatters contain a 

lesser variety of material compared to the latter and consist primarily of fragments or debitage 

leftover during stone tool manufacture or maintenance.  

 

These sites usually contain a lower density of artifacts than middens and comprise the majority 

of recorded prehistoric sites in Hardee County totaling 106 or 61 percent. Generally speaking, 

while the same artifacts from daily life can be expected in these locations as those that occur at 

larger habitation middens, the campsites can be expected to yield lower frequencies and less 

diversity in artifact types. 

 

Mounds 

Sites described as mounds number 21 and account for 12 percent of the previously recorded 

sites. Because they may contain burials, any proposed archaeological investigation of these 

sites should be coordinated with the State Archaeologist. 

 

Mound/Midden Complex 

These sites are self-explanatory and contain associated mound and midden components. 

These number 27 and account for 15.5 percent of the known sites. Because they may contain 

burials, any proposed archaeological investigation of these sites should be coordinated with the 

State Archaeologist.  
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Unspecified 

Sites that have been typed as ‘unspecified’ can be sites that were recorded long ago based on 

minimal information, or are sites that lack temporally diagnostic artifacts. Sites with this type 

description number 20 and account for 11.5 percent of the recorded sites.  

Historic Buildings and Other Structures  

There are three form types, as defined by the FMSF, classified under the historic structures 

category (Florida Division of Historical Resources 2003): 

Building 

A building is defined as a single functional construction created principally to shelter any form of 

human activity. The FMSF treats functionally related buildings forming a building complex as a 

Resource Group. Traces and ruins of historic buildings are recorded as archaeological sites.  

Structures 

These non-earthen and non-architectural resources refer to functional constructions made for 

purposes other than creating human shelter, such as a water tower, pier, or electrical sub-

station. FMSF identifies earthen constructions as archaeological sites.  

Objects 

This refers to monuments and statuary items that are primarily artistic in nature and relatively 

small in scale. Examples include sculpture, neighborhood boundary markers, memorials, and 

fountains.  

 

FMSF GIS data identifies 585 historic buildings and other structures in Hardee County (Map 2). 

These historic properties range in age from the late nineteenth century frontier settlement 

Alderman Albritton Homestead (HR00042, Unincorporated Hardee County), built ca. 1880, to 

many individual residential buildings built in the late 1940s. 

 

Figure 2. Looking southwest at 105 W. Main Street (8HR00113) in Wauchula, Hardee 

County. The City of Wauchula is location for the largest cluster of historic buildings and 

structures recorded on the Florida Master Site File for Hardee County.  
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Historic Cemeteries  

The FMSF defines historical cemeteries as consisting of a collection of graves, marked or 

unmarked, that may include grave markers, grave depressions, fencing, and other related 

landscape elements dating from the historic period. Cemeteries are often associated with a 

church or included as part of a church complex; however, some municipally owned cemeteries 

are also present. Prehistoric burials are documented as archaeological sites (Florida Division of 

Historical Resources 2003).  

 

Figure 3. Looking south at the entrance to the Wauchula Cemetery (8HR00565). The 

Wauchula Cemetery was established ca. 1860. 

 
 

Current FMSF GIS data identifies 4 historic cemeteries in Hardee County. All are locally 

significant as burial places of the county’s early pioneer families. Year established for each is 

ca. 1860 for the Wauchula Cemetery, 1868 for the Gardner Cemetery, 1881 for the Coker 

Cemetery, and 1880s for the Olive Branch Cemetery.  

Historic Bridges  

The FMSF identifies bridge resources as “any structure that allows pedestrian or mechanized 

traffic across a body of water or other obstacle. Ruinous bridges, especially those showing only 

pilings and lacking historical documentation or historical depictions, are recorded as 

archaeological sites” (Florida Division of Historical Resources 2003). 

 

There are 16 historic bridges in Hardee County documented by FMSF. Construction dates for 

this resource type range from 1916 to 1955, with the majority of surveyed bridges built during 

the 1930s.  

Resource Groups  

The FMSF classifies resource group types according to historic districts, archaeological districts, 

mixed districts, FMSF building complexes, or historic landscapes (designed or rural) and linear 

resources. The Site File defines historic districts as only representing historic buildings and 
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structures. Archaeological districts must contain only archaeological sites. Mixed districts 

contain all of these resource types (historic buildings, structures, and archaeological sites). All 

district types must be in a contiguous space, with a high percentage of chronological, functional, 

and/or architecturally stylistic affiliations among resources. A building complex “is a contiguous 

group of buildings closely related by design, function, and time period” (Florida Division of 

Historical Resources 2003). Historic landscapes may contain multiple resources (buildings, 

structures, objects) and attendant features. They are categorized according to two primary 

subtypes: designed historic landscapes (e.g. parks, golf courses, or gardens) or rural historic 

landscapes, (e.g. farmsteads, fish camps). Linear resources are considered a special type of 

rural historic landscape and are generally associated with the context of transportation and 

commerce. Examples of linear resources include roads, railroads, and canals.  

 

Eight FMSF resource groups are identified within Hardee County. Five of these resource groups 

are listed as linear resources. The Historic Tram Grade (HR000713) is related to the phosphate 

mining industry and is located near Ft. Green Springs. Sweetwater Road (HR00867), Old 

Railroad Grade (HR00873), Bryan Trail (HR00885), and the West Fork Trail (HR00887) are the 

other recorded linear resources in Hardee County. The Albert Carlton Estate (HR00099) is the 

only identified building complex listed in the Resource Group type. Two listings do not have 

forms to support identification.  

Heritage Tourism Potential and Strategies  

Hardee County’s history encompasses many broad themes. Visible connections to the 

Seminole Wars, early Florida pioneering and homesteading, as well as the many industrial and 

agricultural pursuits that have shaped the cultural and physical landscape today remain as the 

visible building blocks to Hardee’s beginnings. The historical and cultural remains representing 

these themes are extensive in Hardee County. Strategies for promoting heritage tourism are 

often based on the representative broad themes and can be applied to encourage visitation to 

areas or sites that demonstrate significance at the state and local levels. By promoting the 

resources together, each one has the potential to compliment the other by providing the 

information that is tied to a particular aspect of Hardee County’s past. 

 

Possible strategies to promote heritage tourism include the development of heritage 

corridors in Hardee County that connect areas and/or sites that represent these themes. 

One possibility to apply this strategy is to identify roadways for a potential Scenic Byway 

designation. The development of partnerships among municipalities, historical societies, 

and other appropriate stakeholders are a necessary step in the creation of any heritage 

tourism strategy. As one example, the main artery and thoroughfare within Hardee, US 

17, can be utilized as the physical connection bridging the sites. 
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Below is an example of a product (11x17 paper map, printed front and back) that can serve as a 

road map for heritage tourism in Hardee, a visible connection to the casual visitor. A single map 

for visitors that connects Hardee’s regularly visited historical sites and other places where 

historic and cultural resources exist but may not be well publicized. The visitor map has many 

purposes. It serves as a cross-promotional piece as well as a place for private eco-tourism 

and/or heritage tourism outfits to utilize as space to advertise services.  

 

Figure 4. Product example: Explore Hardee’s Past heritage tourism map. The front side of 

the map shows the locations of historic and archaeological sites in Hardee County that are 

available for visitation and also provide some level of interpretation. The back side is of a 

heritage tourism map where, for example, a description of the Hardee County’s historic 

themes can be placed. 
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Archaeological Sites 
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Historic Buildings and Other Structures 
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Historic Cemeteries 
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Historic Bridges 
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Resource Groups 
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Appendix C: Stakeholder Interview Summary 

Over a two month period, the FIOG Team conducted 21 stakeholder interviews, 2 

intergenerational interviews and over 25 informal interviews. The stakeholders included County 

Commissioners, City Managers, Hardee Chamber leaders, Hardee EDC leaders, County staff, 

Wauchula Main Street staff, mining industry representatives, Regional Planning Council staff, 

SW Florida Water Management staff, Florida Farm Bureau, local business owners, school 

superintendent, and citizens at large.  

 

Following is a summary of the interviews conducted: 

Hardee County Interview Summary 

1) Do you live in Hardee County, and if so, for how long? (21 interviews) 

8 years to dating back 5 generations (50% lived here more than 60 years) 

 

2) When you think of Hardee County what is the first thing that comes to mind? (# of 

responses) 

Good Quality of Life, family-oriented, relaxed, home town feel, rural (9) 

Citrus (6) 

Good position to advance ED (4) 

Mining (3) 

 

3) What is Hardee County most famous for? 

Phosphate mining (9) 

Citrus or agriculture (9) 

Story of Jesus Play held in the Spring  

2 home grown State Legislators 

3 power plants constructed that provided a tax base of $1.4 billion  

 

4) How would you define eco-tourism? 

Peace River (11) 

Fossils, Indian artifacts and Bone Valley (5) 

Capped artisan springs in Zolfo 

Hardee Lakes 

Wildlife Refugees- 2 in the county 

 

5) How would you define agri-tourism? 

Hardee Lakes Park-camping, trail riding, rodeos, equestrian uses 

Citrus, Mancini Peppers 

Dude Ranch 

What’s it supposed to mean? 

Need a berry farm with winery-none now 

Need U-pick-em farms- none in county now 

Tourism based on agriculture economy-how farms operate 
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6) What is the most important aspect of economic development in Hardee County? 

Technology-broadband (6) 

Good central location with good roads 

Development of the Industrial Park 

Clean industries- don’t allow landfills or waste recycling from other counties 

Need to make sure there are jobs for the younger population 

Staying focused on smart growth and what fits best here 

County must address the challenge of mined lands and energy production through 

diversification 

 

7) Is there another Florida county or city similar to Hardee that you believe has been 

successful with their economic development strategy? NONE 

 

8) What are Hardee County’s greatest economic strengths?  

Severance Tax (4) 

Availability of Land & buildings (3) 

County Industrial Park (2) 

Broadband (2) 

Strong Incentives (2) 

Good Roads-crossroads 

Phosphate mines 

Business friendly 

City of Wauchula with 3rd lowest electric rates in the State 

Young workforce 

South Florida State College 

Diverse population of Hispanic 

Lack of congestion 

Patient people that want the best for the county 

Conservative community 

Existing agriculture base 

 

9) What are Hardee County’s economic weaknesses? 

Regulatory restrictions and permitting (2) 

Lack of Quality of Life amenities like shopping, theatres (2) 

Lack of skilled workforce (2) 

Co. government needs to be accountable 

Large parcels of land not useable due to existing mining operations 

Lack of awareness on what’s possible among leaders 

Unclear future of the citrus industry 

Lack of diversification in agriculture base 

Limited tax base 
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10) What is the primary economic opportunity that Hardee County must not miss? 

Being good stewards of the Severance Tax $$$ (5) 

Plans for US 17 corridor improvements (2) 

Diversity in recruiting businesses (2) 

Better customer service by County Management-welcoming attitudes 

More common sense needed for interpreting building codes and regulations 

Capitalizing on broadband 

Don’t want to lose engaged politicians and engaged civic leaders 

Complacency 

Stay focused on smart growth 

Consensus building is a must 

FINR as an economic development generator 

Alternative energy production with available land 

Moving agriculture beyond basic food production to the next level 

 

11) Thinking back, what is the most notable economic success the County has 

experienced in your view? 

Severance Tax from the Phosphate companies (4) 

FINR- they are the largest private employer with high wages (2) 

State Prison being built (2) 

Developing the Industrial Park by the County (200 jobs to date) (2) 

Mining- Good or Bad (2) 

Creation of a County Utilities Dept. and infrastructure projects underway 

Power plants and the tax revenue they generate 

Holding the mining companies accountable  

Summary and Conclusions 

The purpose of this limited set of interviews was to better understand the perspectives from key 

stakeholders and community leaders as they relate to Hardee County’s current economic base 

of assets and challenges. 

 

The main message that emerged from these interviews is that the County has untapped 

potential for economic development, including in its mainstays of agriculture and mining. 

Diversification of the local economy is important, but may be hindered by resistance based on 

apathy to change. There were strong sentiments on the County’s need to be good stewards with 

the severance tax dollars being paid to the County from the mining industry. 
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Appendix D: Reports Reviewed 

City of Wauchula CRA-Community Redevelopment Plan Update 2010 

In 2010, the City of Wauchula Community Redevelopment Agency (CRA) contracted with 

Kimley-Horn and Associates, Inc. to conduct an update to its Community Redevelopment Plan. 

Highlights of recommendations that pertain to economy building strategies include the following:  

 

 Select expansion of the existing CRA Boundary  

 Extension of CRA operations by 5 years 

 Promotion of mixed use projects for a more effective balance between residential and 

non-residential uses. 

 Review and continuation of current CRA assistance programs 

a. Additional funds for the façade enhancement program (both commercial and 

residential) 

b. Current events, festivals and sponsorships of community events 

 Regulatory Amendments 

a. ULDC Code Amendments regarding parking, signage and permitted uses, 

special exceptions 

b. Comprehensive Plan (EAR Based Amendment) to expand redevelopment efforts 

beyond the downtown area – CRA boundary 

 Seek Brownfield grants and assistance for properties within the CRA 

  Catalyst Site Projects: 

a. Redevelopment/rehabilitation of Coker Fuel Building 

b. Development of a Civic/Community Identification Sign and farmer’s market/civic 

area along Main Street/U.S. 17 

c. Rehabilitation of the Historic City Hall/Civic Auditorium for community use 

including a potential movie theater. 

  Parking lot rehabilitation west side U.S. 17, behind the CRA office 

 Targeted sidewalk enhancements including Support for a Safe Routes To School 

(SRTS) Program. Includes an extension of sidewalk and/or other multi-modal connection 

from Main Street to Peace River Park 

Hardee County Comprehensive Plan-Amended October 2010  

In 2010, the County completed and adopted the EAR-Based Amendments to the County’s 

Comprehensive Plan. These documents provide the foundation for development and 

redevelopment efforts, along with economic development, recreational and conservation 

policies. The County is currently amending the land development code to be consistent with 

these documents.  
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Given the recent amendment to the plan; we recommend no additional changes at this time. 

Certain sections that address regulations related to developing an economy building strategy 

may need to be addressed at the conclusion of the multi-phase study being conducted by the 

Florida Institute of Government at the University of South Florida.  

Hardee County - Sustainable Hardee Visioning for the Future  

The report was completed by Kimley-Horn and Associates in August 2012. The Sustainable 

Hardee Visioning Plan provides a strategic review and assessment which can assist to identify 

actual or perceived needs within the community. As stated in the Plan, the main ideas and 

values expressed by the community were the following: 

 

 Maintain Hardee County’s rural and small town character and quality of life. 

 Create a range of obtainable housing opportunities and choices. 

 Support and encourage the core industries within the community including agriculture 

and agricultural support services. 

 Balance the need to protect natural resources with the need to provide economic 

opportunities. 

 Provide well designed, functional, and cost effective transportation, utility and public 

services to workplaces, neighborhoods, communities, and centers of economic activity. 

 Promote excellence in educational, medical, employment, and recreational opportunities. 

 

The Plan further states, “The choice to remain ‘rural’ and maintain the status-quo is not an 

entirely viable or sustainable option. Communities that do not effectively grow and or embrace 

economic development strategies are at risk of declining populations and a diminishing tax 

base. These communities are also at risk of not being able to adequately address their aging, 

deteriorating infrastructure further compounding a general decline in the community. 

Furthermore, diversification of the economic base is critical to Hardee County’s future and by 

identifying those targeted industries, including eco-tourism and alternative agriculture 

enterprises, the community and its leadership can continue to develop its employment and 

revenue base.” 
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